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E)GCUTIVE SUMMARY

ELDERLY PARTICIPANTS IN THE
AD!4INISTRATIVE AGENCY EXPERIMENT

The Admini-strative Agency E>rperiment (AAE) is one of three experiments being

conducted by the Department of Housing and Urban Development to test the

concept of a housing allowance program. Designed principally to examine

alternative ways of administering a housing allowance progfam, the AAE

involved eight public agencies operating allowance programs for three
years. The agencies made monthly payments to participating families to -

help then pay the rent for decent housing of their own choice.

The agencies attempted to bring a group of families into the program that
would be a representative cross-section of the potentialty eligible population

in their areas. In all, more than 15,000 households a-oplied to participate
in the program and nearly 6,000 became allowance recipients. Among the

eligible applicants were 2,LLz elderly households, of whom 1,229 became

allowance recipients.l This report examines the experiences of elderly
households in the AAE and contrasts thsn to the experiences of noneld.erly

households.

Overall, the simil-arities between the experiences of elderly and noneldbrly
households were more striking than the differences. Substantial numbers of
elderly and nonelderly households applied to the program in the application
period, which was limited to about eight months. Most of those who were

eligible and selected for participation were able to meet the agencies' hous-

ing guality requirements and became recipierrts.2 The housj-ng allowance

helped both elderly and nonelderly recipi-ents reduce their rent burden,3

improve the physical quality of their housing, reduce crowded housing

conditions, and i-nprove their neighborhood. quali-ty. But there were also
some significant differences between the results for elderly and nonelderly.
They are described below.

An elderly househoLd is defined here as one in which the head of household
is 62 years o1d or older
In the AAE, enrolled households had to find (or demonstrate that they
already occupied) housing that would. meet agency-established standards
before they could become allowance recipients.
Rent burden is defined as the protrrcrtion of total gross income spent on
rent, including utilities.
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PROGRAM OUrcOMES

Elderly households participated in the AAE at lower rates than the noneld.erly.
Overall' about 4 percent of the elderly households esti:nated to be potentially
eligible for the program became recipients, compared to 8 percent of the
eligible nonelderly. This difference was mainly due to a substantial
disparity in application rates: about 6 percent of the potentially eligible
elderly households applied to the progrELm, while 22 percent of the eligible
noneld.erLy applied. However, the agencies selected proportionately more

elderly applicants for enrollment, and the elderly were more successful
than the nonelderly in meeting each subsequent participation requirement.
Once they became recipients, the elderly less often terminated-from the
program before receiving the full 24 months of payments.

A higher proportion of elderly than nonelderly enrollees met the housing
quality requirements and successfully became recipients (78 percent of the
elderly enrollees, and 69 percent of the nonelderly). This achievement

may be surprising, because enrollees had to move to become recipients when

their preprogram housing did not meet agency requirementsrl 
"rd. 

previous
research has concluded that many elderly persons find it very difficult
and unsettling to move. In fact, a much srnaller proportion of the elderly
than the nonelderly moved in the AAE. Of the elderly recipients, 26 percent

moved to qualify for palzments; 5O percent of the nonelderly recipients moved.

Among both elderly and nonelderly enrollees, those who planned to move were

l-ess successful in becoruinq recipients than those who planned to stay in
-)

their preprogram dwellings.- This factor contributed to the elderly's
relatively high success rate. But even among those planning to move, elderly
enrollees were more -successful than the nonelderly in some locations. Some

data suggest that, in tight housing markets, the elderly benefited from
preferential treatment in the market; landlords perceived them to be more

stable and desirable tenants than the nonelderly, and preferred to rent to
them when market conditions allowed a choice.

Enrollees might also secure repairs to the units they already occupied so
that the units woul-d meet the standards. This option was infrequently
used in the AAE, however.

Plans to move or stay were based both on enrolleesr desires and on at least
their general understanding that units would have to pass an inspection to
gualify.
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Largely because the elderly moved less often, their progran benefits differed
slightly from those of the nonelderly. The elderly received greater average

reductions in their rent burden, and the nonelderly registered greater

i:nprovements in housing conditions. However, when the proportion of house-

holds moving and the size of the householdsl are taken into account, the

benefits measured for the elderly and nonelderly beccme almost identical.

ADMTNISTRATTVE PROCEDURES

Attracting elderly applicants to a housing allowance or similar prograrn

may require d.ifferent outreach procedures than those used for the nonelderly
population. AAE data reveal that elderly households were less aware of
the program than the nonelderly, even though they had apparently similar
elq)osure to the media through which program information was communicated.

AIso, relatively few of the elderly households that rrere aware of the program

applied to it. This response suggests that agencies would have to make spe-

cial efforts to reach and to persuade elderly households, but the AAE offers
no clear example of effective, generally applicable ways to do so. In general,

elderly households responded best to outreach using the mass media, but the
single most successful campaign involved mailing flyers to elderly households

and stationing agency staff members at shopping centers frequented by the

elderly to speak with them d.irectly.

Income certification is another point at which special procedures mi-ght be

used for the elderly. Agencies certified the accuracy of information on

participants' income either by accepting participants' declarations or by

verifying the information (by examining documents or checking with third
parties). Other AAE analysis found verification to be generally more effec-
tive in avoid,ing payment errors than accepting declarations.2

The incomes of elderly AAE participants were less likely to change over time

than nonelderly incomes, however; and when they did change, the elderly
participantsr incomes fluctuated in a narrower range than did those of the

1 Elderly households l^rere sma1ler, on the average, than nonelderly households.
Smaller household.s generally had higher rent burdens and were less crowded
than larger households, thus exaggerating the differences between elderly
and nonelderly households.

See Donald E. Dickson et aI., Certification: Determining Eligibility and
Setting Payment Leve1s in the Administrative Agency Experiment (Canbr

Abt Associates Inc., L977).
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nonelderly. As a result, income certification for the elderly resulted in
smaller average palzment adjustments than for the nonelderly, regardless of
the procedure used. a policy of not verifying--or postponing verification--
of elderly incomes might be practical if administrative resources for this
effort were limited. However, compared to the practice of accepting partici-
pants' income declarations, verification was more effective in avoiding pay-

ment errors for aII applicants including the elder1y. Even though the payment

adjustments for the elderly were relatively small, they might be considered

large enough to justify the extra effort and cost of verification.

Most AAE agency staff members felt that the elderly required different suppor-

tive services than the nonelderly. They believed that the elderly required
more services as enrollees attempting to qualify for payments, and fewer

services once they became recipients. Survey data from elderly and nonelderly
participants support the latter contention but cast doubt on the former. Be-

cause most elderly enrollees stayed in their preprogram units and most suppor-

tive services were directed to enrollees attempting to move, the elderly seem

to have had l-ess overall contact with the agencies than did nonelderly enrollees.
Elderly enrollees themselves reported that they drew on friends and relatives
much more than on agency staff for transportation to l-ook at housing and for
help in dealing with landlords--the two points most often cited by agency staff
as the elderly's special needs. Al-though the AAE data do not permit firm
conclusions about the nature and amount of services required by elderly partici-
pants, they do reveal instances in which elderly individuals needed and received

extensive help. But they also suggest that, by and large, the elderly do not
require more extensive agency services than the nonelderly.

FURTHER RESEARCH

Because the AAE was not primarily designed to examine a housing allowance pro-
gram for elderly households, it necessarily leaves some important questions

unanswered. Perhaps most central is the issue of a housing allowance programts

applicability to the special housing needs of the elderly. The AAE experience

suggests that a substantial proportion of the el-derly population can participate
effectively in such a program, and the limited available data do not show major

differences between elderly applJ-cants to the AAE and the broader elderly popu-

Iation eligible to participate. But other research has shown that many elderly
households face the problem of heavy tax burdens on homes, and the experiment

lv



was limited to renter households. Some elderly persons have also been shown

to need housing with special design features or with supporting resources Like
meals programs and medical care, but the experimental programs included no

explicit provisions for dealing with such needs. Research directly examining

households with special problems would be required to determine whether particu-
lar program design features or administrative procedures might make a housing

allowance program serve an even broader range of elderly housing needs.

v
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I. INTRODUCTION

A housing allowance progrErm gives money directly to low-income housbholds so

they may i-nprove their housing conditions. The U.S. Department of Housing

and. Urban Development (HUD) is now testing such a direct-assistance program

to determine if it would be an effective way of bettering the housing of the
nation's low- and moderate-income families.l HUD's test comprises three sep-

arate experiments: one to assess the effects of the housing allowance on

housing demand, a second to determine the program's influence on housing

supply, and a third--the Administrative Agency Experiment--to examine var-
ious administrative procedures for running the program.2

HUD began the Administrative Agency Experiment (AAE) in L972 by selecting
eight agencies to desigm and, operate experimental programs. The agencies

and some characteristics of. the sites in which they operated are listed in
Table 1-1. The agencies operated their programs for three years. In the

first year, each agency attempted. to enroll a group of participant house-

holds (900 in most cases) that would be representative of the entire eligible
population at the site. For the next two years, the agencies made allowance

palzments to the participants, transferring them to other housing programs

after 24 months of payments.

Both elderly and nonelderly households participated in the AAE.3 This report
discusses the program experiences of elderly households and the extent to
which they differed from those of the nonelderly.

Most federal housing subsidies for low- and moderate-income families en-
courage housing suppliers, developers, or financial institutions to provide
units to the targeted income groups. The recipient households are not per-
mitted to select a unit for themselves. The new Section 8 Existing Housing
Program, authorized. by the Housing and Community Development Act of L974,
j.s an exception that resembles a housing allowance in many ways.

The experi:nents are part of the Experimental Housing Allowance Program con-
ducted by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). For an
overview of the design and early findings of the experiments, see Housing
Allowances: The 1976 Report to Congress (Washington, D.C.: Department of
Housing and Urban Development, L976).

In this report, an elderly household is generally defined as one in which
the head of the household is age 62 or over. In some cases, comparison
with census data reguires a definition based on age 55 or older. These
instances are noted as they occur.
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TABLE 1-1
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EIGHT AAE SITES

Source: Frederick T.Temple et al., Third Annual Report of the Administrative Agency Experiment Evaluation (Cambridge, Mass.,
Abt Associates, 1976). Bismarck population and housing figures revised to include full program area, using U.S. Bureau
of the Census, County and City Data 9ook,1972. (Washington, D.C,:U.S. Government Printing Olfice, 1973).

alncludes l6% "Persons of Spanish Language or Surname."

bMore recent housing studies of Bismarck indicate thar the degree of substandardness in the city's housing is considerably lower than census figures for the
full program area suggest.

cVacancy rales for Peoria and Jacksonville are adiusted lor stairdardness (locally defined).

dV"""ncy rate lor lhe city ol Eismarck is 6.1%; lor the f ull program area, S.1-T.
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Salem,

Oregon

Housing Authority of
City ot Salem

Paci{ic Wesr 1 86,6 58 Metropolitan area 7.VA 1.7% 5.232 w. 37.9" 1 .5% 1.2"/"

Spr ingfiel d,

Massachu-

settS

Commonrealth of
Massachuserts

Department of
Community At{airs

New England 472,917 Metropolitan area (4 cities and
1 5 surrounding towns)

6.6% 5.OYo 17,572 13% 41.5'/. 2.7% 6.2%

Peoria,

lllinois
Stare oI lllinois Dept.

ol Local Governmenl
Af fairs Olfice of
Housing and Buildings

East North
Cen tral

1 96,865 City ol Peoria and Fulton
County (rural) and Wood-
ford County (rural)

5.W, 6.3% 5235 t0% 30.s6 3.0% 4.5%c

San 8er-

nardino,
Cal i for-
nia

San Bernardino County
Board ol Supervisors

Pacilic Wesr u7,258 Valley portion of San Bernardino
County (includes 10 incorporated
cities and towns and an equal num-
ber of unincorporated placeq)

9.8% 23.O%a r 9,745 t2% 36.4v" .9% t2.o%

Bismarck,
North
Dakota

Social Services Board
of North Dakota

Wesr North
Cen tral

1 04,',I 87 Four rural counties (Burleigh,
Morton, Stark and Stutsman)
each with one major city

1 1.8% .8% 2,176 9% 3r.4% 5.9%b 8.1%d

Jacksonv ille,
Florida

Jacksonville Depart'
ment ol Housing and

Urban Developrnent

South Atlanric 545,900 Metropolitan area (includes all
of Duval County)

14.Wo 22.9% 17,429 11% 32.70A 4.4% 4.0%c

Durham,
North
Carolina

Durham County
Department of Social
Services

Soulh Atlantic r 32,681 Durham County (includes city
of Durham as well as rural Por-
tion of countyl

14.0% 37.6% s,620 14% 53.0% 2.9% 6.0%

Tulsa,

Oklahoma
Tulsa Housing

Authority
West South

Central

342,U)0 Metropolitan area 9.0% t2_5% 8,7U 33.096 1.9% r 3.6%
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HOUSING ATLOWANCES AND THE HOUSING NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY

Housing can be an especially difficult problem for many elderly people.I
Many live on small and fixed incomes, which l-imit the money they can pay for
sheLter. Homeowners often have difficulty paying property taxes and main-

taining their houses, and renters are caught between climbing rents and

declining real incomes.

In addition, elderly households may have special- housing needs. Some need

to live in units where there are few stairs to climb. For safety reasons,

others may find that they require emergency call buttons, grab bars j-n the

bathrooms, or specially constructed kitchens. E1derly individuals with
physical limitations may find it necessary to be housed near stores, sources

of medical aj-d, churches, and friends and relatirres.2

Could a housing allowance program alleviate some of the housing difficulties
of the elderly? Although it could not be expected to address all their prob-

lems, a housing allowance program like that operated in the AAE might assist
elderly renters in improving their housing or reducing the burden of their
rent payments. In a message to Congress on September 19, L973, President

Nixon said: "...Our principal efforts should be devoted towards determining

whether a policy of direct cash assistance--with first priority for the

elderly poor--can be put into practical operation. " Reflecting continued

concern about the housing needs of the elderly, this report describes the

experiences of elderly households in an experimental set of housing allowance

Programs.

DATA SOURCES

Throughout the Administrative Agency Experiment, several types of data were

collected. Three types are particularly irnportant for the analysis reported

here:

Operat ing Forms. Agencies routinely filled out application,
enrollment, termination, and other operating forms at each
stage of every household's program participation. Thus

1971 White House Conference on Aging, Housinq the E lderlv: Backqround
and Issues (Washi ngton, D.C. : l4arch 1971) .

For further discussion of elderly householdsi special housing needs, see
Hous the Elderl op. cit., Section C, and Paul L. Niebanck, The
Elderlv in O lder Urban Areas (Philadelphia, Pa.: The UniversityE

1

2

Pennsylvania, 1965), Chapter IV.
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basic data exist for more than 15,000 applicants (including
more than 2,O0O elderly households), and nearly 6.000 house-
holds (over L,2OO elderly) that,received at least one allow-
ance payment.

Surveys- A sample of participants (about 150 at each of
the eight locations) was interviewed just after enrollment
in the program. Researchers conducted, subsequent surveys
of ttrose households remaining in the program about 6 months
and again about 18 months later. The surveys provide in-
formation on the participantsr backgrounds, and on their
perceptions of and experiences in the program. The hous-
ing units the participants occupied at the time of the
survey were also examined by specially trained inspectors.
Obseryational Data. During the first year of each agency's
operations, a trained observer (an anthropologist in most
cases) sutmitted monthly accolnts of agency procedures and
problems to the evaluation contractor. The observer also
conducted intenriews with participants, agency staff, and
interested persons in the program Errea.

Data less frequently used in this report include monthly cost and labor aIlo-
cation reports submitted by the agencies, forms recording inspections of
participants' housing units, and secondary data from the census and other
sources describing characteristics of the eight program areas.

In addition to these data sources, which apply equally to the elderly and

nonelderly program participants, the AAE conducted a special survey of some

1,500 elderly people associated with the experiment in some way. Included

were some who applied to the program but never enrolled, others who enrolled
but never became recipients, and stil1 others who had become allowance re-
cipients. Unlike the other AAE surveys, this one was not designed to study

aI1 respondents at one particular stage of participation; it focused on the

subgroup of elderly in August L974, no matter what participation stage they

had reached by that date. Questions principally concerned the housing his-
tory and experience of the respondents, and their experiences with the pro-

gram. As in the other surveys, inspectors also assessed the respondentsr

housing (for a subgroup of the respondents). The results from key portions
of the surr/ey are presented in Appendix B to this report.

Comparisons of the elderly and nonelderly participants' AAE experiences are

based principally on analysis of the agency operating forms and general sur-

veys. In most cases, these comparative analyses draw upon more detailed
general analyses presented in other AAE reports. The special elderly survey

provides additional information on the perspective of elderly households.

4



STRUCTURE OF TIIIS REPORT

Five areas in which the experiences of the elderly might be expected to differ
from those of the nonel-derly are the focal points for this report.

Chapter 2 examines the frequency with which elderly and nonelderly households

applied for participation in the experimental prograur. It shows that, as in
other assistance programs, proportionately fewer elderly households apptied.
The outreach procedures agencies used to spread the word about the program

to potentially eligible households are also described and assessed in Chap-

|uer 2.

Households ttrat applied to the program had to pass through several subsequent

steps to become allowance recipients. Of great importance was the requirement
that selected and enrolled households find--or demonstrate that they already
occupied--housing that met agency standard.s. Chapter 3 shows that a higher
proportion of elderly than nonelderly participants passed each post-applica-
tion requirement for participation, i-ncluding the housing quality requirement.
The most, striking difference between the two groups, however, was that a much

greater proportion of those elderly households who becarne recipients did'so
without moving from their preprogram units.

Chapter 4 focuses on the supportive services agencies provided participants.
It shows that despite their special needs, the elderly used proportionately
fewer agency services than nonelderly participants, and that services may

actually have been more important to nonelderly participants.

AJ.lowance recipients could benefit from the program in a variety of r.rays.

Chapter 5 compares the benefits derived by elderly and nonelderly recipients"
Although, on the average, the elderly had s1i9ht1y greater reductions in
their rent burden and the nonelderly benefitted from slightly greater im-
provements in housing conditions, the similarities in results for the two

groups are more imtrrcrtant than the d,ifferences.

Chapter 6 examines the hypothesis that the certification of income might

reasonably be performed differently for elderly and nonelderly program ap-
plicants. Analysis shows that suspending verification of elderly declara-
tions would risk errors in about the same proportion of cases as for the

nonelderly, but that the average dolIar amount of those errors would. be

smaller.

5



Fina1ly, Chapter 7 suggests some related topics on which further research

could be beneficial. Particular attention is drawn to the problems of iden-
tifying and serving elderly households for v*rom a housing allowance may not

be the appropriate form of assistance. And for those whose needs could be

met by a housing allowance, further research might exanine the ways an agen-

cy can inform them and determine the correct 1evel of supportive services
to offer.

6



II. ELDERLY RESPONSE TO AGENCY OUTREACH

If a housing allowance program is to serve the e1der1y, those who might be

eligible for the program must hear of it and apply for participaLion. Agen-

cies publicize the program and thus seek applicants through the administra-

tive process called "outreach. " AAE agencies publicized their programs in
the mass media (for example, with newspaper advertisements and public ser-
vice announcenents on television), and they got in touch with other social
service agencies and conqnunity groups to encourage referral of their clients
or members. Many applicants eventually heard of the program in talking with
their friend.s and neighbors.

As a result of these outreach activitieS, 1r666 households in which the head
'l

of household was more than 64 years old- applied to the AAE prograrns--about

6 percent of the estimated number of eligible elderly households in the pro-
gram areas. Although this number is substantial, it is smaller than the

agencies'projections, and it represents a smaller portion of the eligible
elderly population than the figures for nonelderly applicants (of whom

L2,438 applied, representLng 22 percent of the estimated eligible population) "

The elderly application rate was the lowest for any major population subgroup
)

in the AAE.-

The relatively low application rate for elderly households is not surprising
in light of the experience of othel assistance programs. For exanple, a
study of participation in the Food Stamp program shows that the elderly have

the lowest application rate of all u.g. grorlp=.3 Other research suggests that
the elderly are less likely than younger persons to undertake some activities
--especially a change in residence--that might be required. to participate in
a housing allowance nrogr"*.4
I The number of eligible applicants over age 61 was 2,LL2. In most of this

chapter, analysis is based on households whose head r.ras over 64 for compar-
ability with census data.
Other groups with relatively Iow application rates included male-headed
households, household.s in the higher eligible income categories, and in
some cases nonmj-nority households.

Maurice MacDonald, Why Don't More E1igibles Use Food Stamps?, fnstitute3

for Research on Poverty Discussion Paper (Madison, Wis.: University of
Wisconsj-n, July L975) .

See discussion in Chapter 3. The Demand Experiment also found a smaller
than average proportion of elderly households willing to participate,
sometimes reflecting a difficulty in und.erstanding the program. For
example, despite assurances to the contrary, some elderly households
refused to participate on the grounds that receipt of the subsidy might
affect Social Security benefits. ,

2
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This chapter examines the apltication patterns of elderly and nonelderly
households in detail and suggests some explanations for the lower appli-
cation rate among the elderly. It briefly considers whether the elderly
applicants to the AAE were representative of the potentially eligible eI-
derly households, and discusses the relative effectiveness of various
outreach efforts in attracting elderly applicants.

ELDERLY APPLICATION RATES

At most AAE agencies, elderly households applied at one-third. or less the

rate of the nonelderly, as shown in Table 2-1. During the AAE outreach

campaign, which lasted approximately eight months, 5 percent of all eligi-
b1e elderly households and 22 percent of the eligible nonelderly households

TABLE 2-I
APPLICATION RATES

aPercentage of Eligible Population Applying

rlderlyb Nonelderly

Peoria

Durham

Salem

Bismarck

Tulsa

San Bernardino

Springfield
Jacksonville
Tota1, AII 8 Sites

17. 0

16.8

15.0

L4.9

7.6

3.4

2.7

2.5

6.4

52.6

22.6

62.5

30. 5

28.2

L2.4

23.O

L2.3

22.I

Source: AAE Application forms,' Census Public Use Sample, Census Second Count

Data Base: A11 Eligible Applicants, Estimated Eligible Population

aApplication Rate calculated on the basis of:
Total Slicible App licants i-n Subqroup x 100.

Estimated Eligible Population in Subgroup

h"elderly defined as 65 and. over for comparison with census figures.
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appU-ed to the program.l Oa Peoria and Durham, elderly application rates
were as high as 17 percent, but even there elderly application rates were

below those for the noneld,erly.

No household applies to the program until j.t has first heard of it and then
decided to apply.' o =p".ial survey administered to eligible households in
the Jacksonville program area asked respondents if they were aware of the
program, if they had applied to it, and other related guestions. This sur-
vey revealed that the elderly were less likely to hear of the progran than

the nonelderly and, once they had heard, were less likely to apply to it.
The results are shown in Figure 2-1.

No direct evidence explains why the elderly were less Iikely to be aware of
the program. Elderly respondents to the Jacksonville survey did not have

less extrrcsure to the media than other groups. If an outreach message was

transmitted. through mass media. as many were in Jacksonville, eld.erly and

nonelderly households were equally likely to have seen or heard it. Per-

haps the elderly paid less attention to the message, had more tror:-b1e un-

derstanding it, were less sensitive to its relevance to thern, or were less
Iikely to remember it than other people. AAE data are not sufficiently
detailed to assess these possible explanations.

Nor is it clear from AAE data why the elderly were less like1y to apply to
the program after they became ar{are of it. When asked in the Jacksonville
suwey why they had not applied, elderly respondents' answers were indis-
tingruishable from those of the nonelderly. The most common reason given by

both'groups was insufficient information about the program. Even though the

agencies attempted to avoid a "welfare" image, the elderly and the working

poor may have been reluctant to participate because of the stigma of accepting

Previous analyses have divided the eligible population into three groups:
working poor, welfare, and elderly.- The application rates reported here
for the nonelderly cornbine the working poor and. welfare application rates.
There is a large difference between the working poor application rate
(10 percent) and the welfare application rate (67 Percent). However,
even if figures for the three groups are separated, the elderly continue
to be the group with the lowest application rate. See Jean MacMillan
et aI., Outreach: Generating AppLicat ions in the Administrative Aqency
Experiment (Cambridge, l,lass. : Abt Associates Inc. , L977) .

' ,o, a complete discussion of this issue see l4acMil-Ian et al., ibid.,
Appendix C.

I
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FIGURE 2-1
APPLICATION RATES FOR ELDERLY

AND WELFARE RECIPIENTS

24Yo 25o/o

19Yo

a
, WORKING POOR,

42o/o

(N = 39) (N = 138) (N = tlal
PERCENTAGE OF

THOSE AWARE WHO APPLIED

8o/o

1 lYo

(N = 352) (N = 579) (N = aso)
PERCENTAGE

AWARE OF PROGRAM

JACKSONVI LLE SPECIAL SURVEY

Elderly

Working Poor

tr.EI wetfare

SOURCE: AAE Application Forms, Jacksonville Outreach Survey, conducted during the Jacksonville

, a'gency's second enrollment period

DATA BASE: Jacksonville Survey Respondents (N = 1 ,381; missing cases - 36)

aElderly defined as 65 and over for comparison with census figures.

public assistance. It is also possible that many elderly people believed
that participation would have required a change of residence. But there is
little in the sulr/ey responses to support either supposition. Physical lim-
itations do not seem to explain limited applications either--many elderly
people applied despite such limitations.

REPRESENTATTVENESS OF ELDERLY APPLICANTS

Given the relatively smalI proportion of potentially eligible elderly house-

holds that applied to the AAE program, it is important to ask if the appli-
cants were somehow different from most other elderly people. It is also
crucial to determine if the 1ow application rate resulted because the hous-

ing allowance program was unsuited to the needs of a substantial segrnent of
the elderly population.

to



The AAE data afford only a limited opportunity to compare elderly households

that applied with those that did not. But the available census information
suggests that the applicants were reasonably represejntative of the potentially
eligible population. With respect to other demographic characteristics, the
profile of elderly applicants closely resembles that estimated for the entire
eligible population of elderly. The close paralleIs are shown in Table 2-2.

The proportions for race, sex, and. household size are afmost identical. The

elderly applicants do appear to underrepresent the very lowest income group:

households with annual incomes of $2,000 or less.I Ho*..r.t, the difference
in this category is too small to indicate that elderly applicants were

substantially unrepresentative.

Elderly persons with significant physical limitations might be expected to
participate less than others in any progran not directed toward their spe-

cific needs.. Health statistics suitable for a d.irect comparison of appli-
cants with the eligible population are not available. Nevertheless, general

nationaL statistics indicate that approximately one-fifth of the elderly have

some trouble getting around alone, need. help to get around, or are housebound

(see Figure 2-2). A similar proportion of the elderly applicants to the AAE

reported severe health problems. However, the AAE data result from questions

not strictly conparabLe to those on which the national figures are based.

ft is quite likely that some elderly persons with special housing needs did
not apply to the AAE because they decided that the housing allowance program

r,eouJ-d not meet their requirements. Still , the rough comparisons above sug-

gest that the elderly applicants to the AAE were broadly representative of
at least a very large portion of the potentially eligible elderly population.

EFFECTIVENESS OF OUTREACH ACTIVTTIES

Previous analyses have categorized outreach methods into three groups: media,

referral, and word of mouth. Media outreach generated the largest proportion
of elderly applications. Of the elderly applicants, 40 percent heard

This underrepresentation might simply reflect changes in the national dis-
tribution of inccme between 1959 (when the census data were collected) and
the period of AAE data collection (largely 1973). However, nonelderly ap-
plicants did not show an equivalent pattern.

I
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T,ABIJ' 2-2

COMPARTSON OF ELDERLY A}ID NONELDERLY ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS
WITH THE ESTIMATED ELDERLY AND NONELDERLY ELIGIBLE POPULATION

Elderlya
Eligible
Applicants

(5i=1,666)

EIderlya
EligibIe
Population
(N=25, 158)

Nonelderly
Eligible
Applicants
(N=12 , 438 )

Nonelderly
Eligible
Population
(N=55, 585 )

Race of Head of Household

Minority
Nonminority

Sex of Head of Household

Male

Female

Income

$0-1,999

$2,000-3,999

$4,000-5,999

$6,000 and over

Household Size

I
2

3-4

5+

I3E

87

32

68

L2Z

88

31

69

70

24

5

0

59r

4L

I8
4L

27

L4

9

25

4L

25

30r

70

22

37

33

7

33

67

56

44

40

50

9

1

54

40

6

0

ob72

22

5

I

32

42

26

Source: AAE Application Folrns, Census Public Use Sample Census Second Count

Data Base: Elderty Eligible Applicants (N = 1,666); Estimated Elderly
Eligible Population (N = 26,I58); Nonelderly Eligibte Applicants
(N = 12,438); Estimated Nonelderly Eligible Popufation (N = 55,585)

aElderl-y def ined as 65 a.nd over for comparison with census f igures.
L
"Information on handicapped individuals--the only noneld,erly one-person
households eligible--is not available.
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FIGURE 2-2
COMPARISON OF MOBILITY AMONG THE ELDERLY POPULATION

AND ELDERLY HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM APPLICANTS
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No chronic
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0-

SOURCE: U.S. Department oI Health, Education, and Welfare, Social and Rehabilitation Service,
Administration on Aging. "Facts on Aging, AoA Publication No. 146, May 197O, p. 11

achronic conditions are conditions or impairments which have lasted for more than 3 months or those
with an onset more recent which appear on lists of medically determined long-lasting conditions.
They range from visual impairments corrected by eyeglasses to a completely disabling stroke.

SOURCE: Special Elderly Survey

DATA BASE: All survey respondents (N = 1,501 ; missing cases - 1I

Slight problem
(deaf, arthritis,
rheumatism,
heart disease,
high blood pressure)

Severe problem
(homebound,
wheelchair-bound,
uses crutches/braces/
cane, blind, partially
blind)



about the program through the media. Thirty-one percent learned of it by

word of mouth; 2I percent were referred; and the remaining 7 percent heard

from other sources such as community meetings, direct mailings, and phone

ca1ls. Nonelderly working-poor applicants \irere substantially more likely
to hear of the program by word of morrth, and welfare recipients were most

often referred by other social service "g"rr.ies.I But even though the media

were most effective in attracting the elderly, they still attracted propor-

tionately srnaller numbers of elderly applicants than noneld.erly applicants.

Several sites targeted outreach at the elderly during part of their outreach
campaigns. Their special efforts had mixed results. Figure 2-3 shows the

nr:rnber of applications received monthly when outreach was directed toward

the elderly.

During its third month of outreach, the San Bernardino agency mailed flyers
advertising the program to elderly households. Agency staff stationed them-

selves in shopping areas frequented by the e1derly, distributing inforrration
and taking applications. The number of elderly applications received in the

third month was almost double that received in any other month.

Tulsa and Jacksonville also made a special effort to attract elderly appli-
cants but were less successful. During the last two months of outreach in
Jacksonville, for example, agency staff went to nutrition centers for the

elderly and showed a filmstrip advertising the program and encouraging them

to appIy.2 arrt the number of applications received from the elderly during
those two months was smaller than the number received during the previous

months, when the agency had conducted an intense but more generalized media

campaign.

CONCLUSlON

The AAE experience indicates that a housing allowance program would be

attractive to substantial numbers of low-income, elderly households. An

Among the working poor, 40 percent heard of the program by word of
mouth; 32 percent of the welfare recipients were referred by other
agencies

These data come from Jacksonville's second enrollment period. All
other agencies operated only one enrollment period. In this report,
except as noted otherwise, analysis includes data only from the first
enrollment period in Jacksonville.

1

2
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FIGURE 2.3
ELIGIBLE ELDERLYA APPLICATIONS RECEIVED EACH PROGRAM

MONTH AT SELECTED SITES THAT TARGETED OUTREACH TO
ELDERLY HOUSEHOLDS

San Bernardino Tul sa

Target Month

Program Month Program Month
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SOURCE: AAE Application Forms

DATA BASE: Eligible Elderly Applicants at San Bernardino (N = 209), Tulsa (N = 247) and
Jacksonville's second enrollment period (N = 2861

aElderly defined as 65 and over.
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estjmated 6 percent of all those potentially etigible to participate in the

program applied to the AAE agencies within about an eight-month period.

At the same time, the AAE shows that the elderly were slower than other
groups to appLy for program benefits. The higher application rates for non-

elderly persons in the AAE might have been a short-term pattern associated

with a new progrerni over time, the disparity between rates for the elderly
and nonelderly might decrease. Elderly respondents to the Jacksonville
survey were less aware of the program than the nonelderly, but had the pro-
gram become more established. and widely known in the conununity that gap in
awareness might have narrowed.

StiII, some evid.ence points to a difference in application rates even in an

established program. EIderIy respondents who were aware of the program vrere

less likely to have applied than the nonelderly respondents. And the elderly
do participate less than other groups in many social service programs-

The AAE experience does not identify any outreach techniques that can guaran-

tee elderly application rates equivalent to those for the nonelderly. Special
efforts to reach elderly persons and groups directly were only sometimes suc-

cessful. Media outreach, the most effective means of attracting the elderly,
generally yielded a higher response from the nonelderly than the elder1y.

This result i:nplies that the administrative cost of generating applications
from elderly households may be higher than that for other groups: special
group campaigns and media outreach are relatively expensive, and media out-
reach generates many new nonelderly applications for processing as well as

those from the elderly.

16



III. ELDERLY PARTICIPATION IN THE AAE

Hearing of the program'and applying to it are only the first steps toward

participation. Application patterns afone are usefuL barometers of the

effectiveness of agency outreach, and they indicate the programrs appeal

for potential participants. But determining the program's effectiveness
in serving its population requires analysis of the people who completed

all of the partieipation requirements and uLtimately became its benefi-
ciaries.

I4ost of the steps required for participation in the AAE were similar to
those in other income assistance progrErms. After application, househol-ds

were selected; their income and other pertinent informati"" @ certified
to determine eligibility; and they had to enrolI formally in the program.

An additional AAE requirement was that enrolled households find--if they

did not already occupy--housing that met agency quality standards. only
after the agency determined that the householdrs chosen unit was acceptable

could the family recej-ve allowance payments.

If any element of a housing allowance program might pose special difficulties
for the elderIy, it would probably be the housing quality requirement.

Previous research has shown that changing residence is a difficult, even

traumatic, experience for some elderly p..=orr=.1 The elderly might there-
fore be less willing or able to move, and hence less able to become allowance

recipients if their preprogram housing did not meet the quality standard.

This chapter examines the experience of elderly AAE applicants at each stage

of their participation, with particular attention to enrolled households'

success in meeting the housing quality requirements and becoming allowance

recipients. The AAE data show that no requirement was an unusual- obstacle
to elderly participation. .fn fact, the elderly were somewhat more successful

than the nonelderly at every step after the initial application.

1 N. Bournestom and S. Tars, "Alterations in Life Patterns Following Nursing
Home Rel-ocation," The Gerontologist 14 (L974): 506-509i N. Bourestom and
L Pastal-an, Forced Relocation: Setting, Staff, and Patient Effects,
Final report to the Mental Health Services Development Branch, National-
Institute of Menta1 Health (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Institute of Gerontology,
Uni-versity of Michigan, 1975).
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PARTICIPATION RATES

Because relatively fewer elderly than nonelderly households applied to the

program, the AAE ultimately served a smaller proportion of the estimated
population of potentially eligible elderly households, as shown in Table

3-1. About 4 percent of the potentially eligible elderly households

received allowance payments, compared to 8 percent of the nonelderly
population.

EIderIy households passed post-application requirements with greater-than-
average frequency, however, so the disparity in ultimate beneficiary rates
between elderly and nonelderly persons was much smaller than the difference
in their respective application rates. OnIy 6 percent of the potentially
eligible elderly households applied to the program, compared to.22 percent

of the nonelderly; but at each step after application, the gap between the
groups narrowed.

TABLE 3-I
aPARTICIPATION RATES AT VARIOUS PROGFAM STAGES

(Computed as a Percentage of the E1igible Population)

rlderlyb Nonelderly

Number
Participa-
tion Rate

Participa-
Number tion Rate

Eligible Applicants
Selected Applicants
Enrollees
Recipients

Eligible Population

L,666

I,5I1
1,265

983

26,L58

6eo

6

5

4

L2 ,438

9,2O5

5,830

4,754

55, 585

22e"

16

L2

I

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments Initiation Formsi
Census Pub1ic Use Samp1e Census Second Count

Data Base: Eligible Applicants, Selected Applicants, Enrollees, Recipients,
and Estimated Eligible Population

aParticipation rate defined as: Number of households in subgroup at
each am stage

Estimated number of households in
subgroup in the eligible population

h"Elderly defined as 65 and over for comparison with census figures
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The elderly applicantsr relative success can be explained in part by agency

policy: as shown in Figure 3-I, agencies selected a larger proportion of
el-derly than nonelderly applicants (90 percent compared to 74 percent,l
respectively). elderly applicants al-so tended to drop out of the program

voluntarily at a much smaller rate than the nonelderly; and they were more

often able to meet agency housing standards and qualify for allowance
payments.

FIGURE 3-1
ATTRITION RATES AT MAJOR PROGRAM STAGES

(N =2,112)(N = 11,992) (N= 1,892)(N=8,873) (N = 1,570) (N =6,525) (N = 1,229) (N =4,527)

100

-75(9

z
850
E,
ll|
G

25

PERCENTAGE OF
ELIGIBLE HOUSEHOLDS

SELECTED

PERCENTAGE OF
SELECTED HOUSEHOLDS

ENROLLING

PERCENTAGE OF
ENROLLED HOUSEHOLDS
BECOMING RECIPIENTS

PERCENTAGE OF
RECIPIENTS REMAINING

IN THE PROGRAM
AFTER ONE YEAR

ElderlyaSoURCE: AAE Application, Enrollment, Payments lnitiation, and rermination Forms

DATA BASE: Eligible Applicants, Selected Applicants, Enrollees, Recipients

aElderly defined as 62 and over.

tTl Nonetderty

1 This policy was the result of the limited number of program openings in
the AAE and agency objectives to serve a representative cross-section of
the eligible population. If all e1igible applicants had been selected
(i.e., if there had been no limitation on program size) while the other
attrition rates remained constant, 65 percent of the elderly applicants
and 51 percent of the nonelderly would have become recipients. In that
case, the program would have served about 4 percent of the potentially
eligible elderly households and 11 percent of the nonelderly population,
compared to the actual figures of 4 percent and 8 percent listed in
Table 3-1.
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Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the participation rates, in light of
the expectation that the housing quality requirement might pose special
obstacles for the elderIy, is the elderly enrollees'relative success in
becoming al-lowance recipients. As Tab1e 3-2 shows, this =rr..."= was not

consistent. Nonetheless, the elderly were seldom less successful than the

nonelderly, and in Peoria and Jacksonville they were substantially more

successful. The remainder of this chapter explores some of the factors
underlying this phenomenon.

TABLE 3-2

PERCENTAGE OF ENROLLEES WHO BECAME
RECIPIENTS AT EACH SI"TE

Elderly Nonelderly

Nr-unlcer of
EnroIlees

Percentage
Becoming
Recipients

Number of
EnroIlees

Percentage
Becoming
Recipients

Total A1t I Sites
Salem

Springfield
Peoria

San Bernardino

Bismarck

Jacksonville
Durham

Tul-sa

L,569

248

147

319

2L8

1r8

91

175

253

78?^

83

7t

77

79

82

47

79

88

6,522

859

1,061

7,L25

786

38t

944

553

813

69?"

86

70

61

83

87

31

68

85

Source: AAE Enrollment and Payments Initiation Forms

Data Base: Enrollees (N = 81091; missing cases - 4)
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ENROLLEES' PROPENSITY TO MO\rE

Gerontological studies show that the el-derly are less residentially mobile

than young people. They prefer to remain in the same neighborhood and even

the same dwelling unit for a variety of physical and psychological reasons,

including declining health, a desire to avoid disruption of familiar patterns,
and. fear of the o.rkrro*r.l

This relative immobility was clearly visible in the AAE. Agency staff mem-

bers asked participants at enrollment whether they planned to stay in their
current units or to fipve to different units before becoming allowance recip-
ients.2 Almost 60 percent of the nonelderl-y enrollees in the AAE planned to

move, but only 31 percent of the elderly pl6nned to do so. Of those who

became recipients, 50 percent of the nonelderly and 26 percent of the elderly
had moved.

Elderly enrolleesr l-ower propensity to move reflects in part that they occu-

pied. somewhat better housing than nonelderly enrollees.3 As shown in Table

3-3, the elderly enrollees' preprogram dwelling units had fewer of the

conunonly observed deficiencies than nonelderly enrollees' units.4 The

Calvin Goldscheider et aI., "Residential- Mobility of Older People," in
Patterns of Livinq and Housinq I'liddle-Aqed and O1der People, Frances Carp
ed", (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
PSPHS Publication No. L496, L964); Nj.ebanck, op. cit., 1965); Peter A.
Morrison, "The Propensity to Move: A Longitudinal Analysis," U.S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development, January L97L.

At the time the question was asked, enrollees had been informed that their
chosen units would have to meet a housing guality standard (although in
most cases the standard had not been explained in detail). Thus an en-
rolLee's plans to move might reflect either a pre-existing desire to move
or an assumption that the current unit would not meet the quality standard,
or both.

3 For the most part, references to the propensity to move in this discussion
are based on enrolleesr stated moving plans. Stated plans were closely
related to actual moving behavior, especially for enrollees who became
recipients.' See Willian L. Holshouser, Jr. et a1., Supportive Services
in the Administrative Agency Experiment (Cambridge, Mass.: Abt Associates
rnc., L977), Appendix B.

This measure includes only deficiencies observed with sufficient frequency
to provide reasonably stable measure for cross-sectional analysis. For
more discussion, see Frederick T. Temple et aI., Third Annual- Report of
the Administratj-ve Agency Experj-ment Evaluation (Camnri

2

A

Associates Inc., L975), pp. 31-34.

2L

dge, Mass.: Abt



elderly were paying higher rents (after adjustments for household size),
which may be taken to indicate better housing quality. Furthermore, elderly
enrollees were by and large more satisfied with their preprogram units than

were the.nonelderly. Fully 75 percent of the elderly said they were happy

with their unitsr but only 52 percent of the nonelderly were satisfied.

TABLE 3.3

EiIROI.LEES I HOTISING C1CNDITIONS

Elderly uonelderly

Enrolle€ units sittr fEequently
observed def ieienciesa

Percent with no deficiencies
Percent uith 1-2 defi.ciencies
Percent with 3 or more deficiencies

Meiur standardized. rentb at enrollnent

Satisfaction with housing

Percent soDewhat or very satisfied
Percent neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied
Percent sooelrhat or very dissatisfied

50r

38

L2

95

43r

40

17

a2

52

5

43

75

23

)

Source: First Participant Sr:rvey, First Wave Housing Evaluation FoEs,
AAE ErEolLaent Eolms

Data Base: Housing Deficiencies: Enrollees who have both First Wave
Housing Evaluation ForEs and First Participalt SuJsveys
(N - 1,149); Standardized Rent: All Enrollees (N = 7,534,
excludirq 558 households that paid zero cash lent at
enrolLuent), Satisfaction with Housing: A1l. First
Participant Survey Respondents (N = 1,194; nissing cases - 4)

aDeficiencies included withjl this measure are: r:nvented space heaters,
portable electric heaters, or no heat; structural hazards, safety hazards;
uajor ph.ubing deficiencies; unfit for habitatj.on; leats and presence of
rats or Bice.

b-. . Gloss Rent, at EnrollEentsEan(latcl.]-zeo renE, Ls Clell,ne(l as:

Although the quality of enrollees' dwelling units and their satisfaction

with them were closely related to their plans to move,1 r"bl" 3-4 shows

that the elderly were less inclined to move than other enrollees even after

these factors are taken into account. Elderly enrollees consistently planned

to stay in their preprogram units more often than the nonelderly j-n the same

categories of housing guality and satisfaction measures.

See Holshouser et al., op. cit., Appendix C.1
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TABIJ 3-4

ETSOLI.EESI HOUSINO CONDTTIONS AND IltcrJlING PLA}IS

Pelcentage Plffiing to Move Arcng tlle

Eldqly NoneldcIy

Preseoce of frequenEly
obssed deficierciesa

me
L-2
3 or Eor€

Standardized Ratb
o-.60
61-.80
81-.90
9t-1. r0
tr ! 1"10

51r
5S
72

s9
63
48
35
26

33
86

22t
27
39

15

73
39
23
l7
13

gouaing Satisfaction
satisfi,ed.
dlssatisfi.d

Source! Flrst Putl.ciIEnt sr:rvey, Flrst wave HousLng EvalEtion Foruo
AAE ErollEat Forrs

Data Base: Housing Def iciocj.es : , EnFllees elE have both HoEing
Eviluation ForEs ud Filst Particlt[nt Surreys (N - 1,149);
Standardized R.nt3 Al1 Erollees (N - 8,092; nissing cass - 3);
Satisfaction with HoEing. Filst ParticilEnt Swey respondots
who were satlsfied or dissatisfied (N - 1,145)

aDef iciencies included within this measre ue: uvented slEce heaters,
trErtabte electric heat€rs, or no heati structral hazards; safaty hazuds,
mjor phnbing defi.ciscies, unfit for habitation, laka ad preserce of
rats or eice.

b - - Gross llent at ErEollmentStaBiardazai renE Is deilnqi u, @

ENROLLEES ] SUCCESS IN BECOMING RECIPIENTS

The experience of the relatively small proportion of elderly enrollees plan-
ning to move helps explain the greater success all elderly enrollees had in
becoming recipients. Throughout the AAE, enroll-ees who planned to stay in
their preprogram units were more successful than enrollees who planned to
move: 84 percent of the former group became recipients, compared to 62

percent of those planning to move"

EIderIy and nonelderly enrollees planning to stay in their preprogram units
were almost equally successful, as shown in Figure 3-2. Among enrollees
planning to move, the elderly were slightly more successful, but the differ-
ence is smaller than the overall disparity between elderly and nonelderly
success rate.

The higher success rate for elderly enrollees planning to move may be sur-
prising. One might expect the eLderly Lo have greater physical or psychologi-
cal difficulties finding a unit and arranging for inspection and a lease in
a limited time. In fact, noneLderly enrollees planning to move did fare
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marginally better than their elderly counterparts at some sites, but the

overall average was higher for the elderly.

FIGURE 3.2
ENROLLEES' MOVING PLANS AND SUCCESS

IN BECOMING RECIPIENTS

(N=1,569)(N=6,522)
All Enrollees

=94

00

75

50

25

(I,

CL
'6
o

CE

El

o(,
Q'o
(l,
Elto
coo
o,4

1

Enrollees Planning
to Move

Enrollees Planning
to Stay

Elderly

Nonelderly

Source: AAE Enrollment and Payments lnitiation Forms

Data Base: All Enrollees (N = 8,091; missing cases - 4)

Elderly enrollees may have benefited from market discrimination. Multivariate
analysis suggests that although the elderly were more successful than the non-

elderly in tight housing markets,l ah" nonel-derly were slight1y2 more success-

ful in looser markets.3 Observers reported. that some land.lord.s consid.ered

elderly families more reliable tenants and would rent to them if market condi-
tions gave them a choice. This market preference may have offset the other
difficulties of moving for elderly enrollees.

'l- The definition of housing market tightness used for this analysis is
based on 1970 Census vacancy rates, local housing market studies, and
other data as available. Tight markets are estimated to have vacancy
rates between 4 and 6 percent in the submarkets AAE enrollees used.
Loose markets have estimated vacancy rates from 8 to 13 percent.

)- The difference was not statistically important.
2- See Appendix A.
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fn other respects r the factors related to elderly enrollees' chances of
becoming recipients are indistinguishable from those affecting the non-

elderly. Analysis reported elsewhere identifies the most important of
these factors as the tightness of the housing market, the level of the

strbsidy, the extent of agency supportive services, the stringency of
agency inspection procedures, and race.1 Most of these variables were

important for both elderly and nonelderly enrollees.2

Similarly, analysis of the reasons for enrolleest terminations before quali-
fying for payments reveals no important difference between the two groups.

The majority of elderly and nonelderly terminees alike exceeded the time

Iimit for finding acceptable housing. Elderly enrollees who terminated
were interviewed on their failure in the special survey of the elder1y, but
their responses do not reveal substantial problems unique to their grorp=.3

CONCLUSION

Overall, elderly recipients represented a slightly smaller proportion of the

respective potentially eligible population (4 percent) than nonelderly house-

holds (8 percent). This lower participation rate was the resuLt of the

lower application rate of elderly households. Elderly households that did

apply to the program were somewhat more successful- than the nonelderly in
becoming allowance recipients.

Analysis fails to identify anything in the structure of the AAE housing

allowance program that posed special obstacles for eld.erly would-be partici-
pants. It was hypothesized that the housing quality requirement--which
forces many households to mov.e to become beneficiaries--might hamper partici-
pation by the e1derly. In fact, elderly households srere substantially less
inclined to move than nonelderly household.s. But regardless of their moving

plans, elderly enrollees were about as successful as the nonelderly in

See Holshouser et aI., op. cit., Appendices B and C.

See Appendix A of this report. The analysis reported there considers all
of these issues except inspection stringency (because of overlap with
market tightness in a binary categorization of the variables) and race
(because of the limited number of e1derly, nonwhite enrollees) "

About 9 percent of the elderly enrollees who voluntarily terminated with-
out becoming recipients mentioned illness or poor health. The other
responses generally reflect problems also faced by the nonelderly. See
Appendix B of this report.

I
2

3
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becoming recipients. Some evidence even suggests that the elderly benefited

from positive market discrimination--that they were preferred as tenants when

landlords could be selective--which may have offset any age-related diffi-
culties. It is also possible that the elderly were able to draw more effec-
tively on the support of friends and relatives, a possibility further
discussed in Chapter 4. In other respects, the participation experience of
the elderly was virtually indistinguishable from that of the nonelderly.
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IV. SUPPORTIVE SERVTCES FOR ELDERLY PARTICIPANTS

AAE agencies provided families with supportive services to help them partici-
pate effectively in the program. Most services were intended to assist
enrollees become recipients. "Formal services" were relatively standardized
information sessions covering progrErm rules and hints on housing search"

"Responsive services" subsumed a variety of activities, including transporta-
tion assistance -and help in dealing with ]andlords. Agencies provided respon-
sive services to individual househoid= .= the need -ro"..1

Agencies also offered some responsive services to recipients. Most frequently,
recipients need.ed tre:-j aeating with the problems of relocation and difficulties
with Landlords.

Agency staff members generally believed that elderly households in the program

faced special problems and needed additional or special services. Some thought
the program had a limited capacity to serve the needs of the elderly:

We found that in many cases it just wasn't terribly well
suited to the elderIy"...There are just so many problems
that the elderly find in this program. I've had many of
my elderly people drop out, because they have guarantees
in public housing....It's the only public housing thatrs
worth bothering aL'out and it's a good deal for them.

And you have others, they don't want to hassl-e the landlord,
they donrt want to move, and sometime lthere is] the whole
business of senility and confusion. Or immobility--[they]
can't get around, transportation, that kind of thing.2

Interviews with staff members at all eight agencies elicited a virtually
unanimous feeling that elderly enrollees needed more personalized attention
than the nonelderly to become recipients. Especially necessary, they believed,
were extra efforts in explaining the program to elderly enrollees, providing
them transportation, and assisting in the negotiation of their leases. The

elderly were also reportedly more in need of home visits from the staff for
enrollment and information sessions. Once an elderly household had become

For a general analysis of the services provided in the AAE and their
effectiveness, see Holshouser et aI., op. cit. Service strategies
pursued by particular agencies are described in ibid., Appendix A.

Interview with staff member of the Springfield agency, January 1975.

I

2
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an allowance recipient, however, agency staff members said that it was less

likely to require services and generally presented fewer problems than a

typical nonelderly family.

This chapter examines some of the services given to elderly AAE participants
and discusses their ohrn estimates of their needs. Some of the data presented

here contradict the staff members' bel-ief that elderly enrollees requJ-red

substantial extra services, but other data confirm staff members' opinions

that elderly recipients received fewer services than the nonelderly. The

chapter also examines the relative effectiveness of services in helping
elderly and nonelderly enrollees become recipients.

SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY: NEED AND USE

Data on participant experiences and perceptions sometimes support and some-

times contradict agency staff reports. Although the data do not permit

comprehensive comparison of elderly and nonelderly participants' need for
services, they do provide interesting examples of individual services and

reveal overall patterns of use.

Staff members reported that the elderly had more difficulty than the non-

elderly in understanding the AAE program and its requirements. The survey

data concur. Responding to questions about information presented. in enrol1-
ment sessions a few days earlier, elderly enroll-ees were consistently less

able than other groups to give the correct response. Table 4-1 gives the

results.I Staff members often altered, their presentations to ad.dress the

needs of the people they were speaking to, and they reported that they

often spent more time in presenting material to the elderly. Despite such

efforts, elderly enrollees demonstrated lower Ieve1s of program under-

stand.ing at all .g.rr"i.=.2 Assuming that an understanding of program

Enrollees planning to move generally were more successful in answering
the questions than those planning to stay in their preprogram units,
and the elderly fel1 disproportionately in the latter category. However,
even when moving plans are taken into account, the elderly had lower
percentages of correct responses.

When a sample of recipients was guestioned si.>< months later on the same
subjects, the gap between elderly and nonelderly understanding had
become even wider.

I

2
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requirements makes effective participation more likely,1 elderly participants
would apparently benefit from even more intensive formal informational services
than they received in the AAE.

TABLE 4-1

PERCEN'fAGE OP CORRECT RESPONSES BY ENROLLEES
TO PROGRAM INFORMATION QUESTIONS

Housing
I nforamation
Requirement

Availability
of Housing
Inforration

Time
Constraint
for Housing
Search

Agency
Advances
for Security
Deposits

Availabi lity
of Agency
Counsel ing Total

E Iderly
(N = 229)

Nonelderly
(N = 9sl)

Total
(N = r,l8o)

822 52* 40*

62

34* 462

70

55

5I?

68

68

51

6864

62

89

88

Sourcer AAE Application and Enrollment Forms: EirsE Participant Survey

Data Base: All First ParticitrEnt Suvey Respondents (N = 1.180; missing cases - 19)

Data pertaining to the need for transportation services reveal a different
picture. Agency staff members singled out transportation as an important
special need of the elderly. They assumed that without such services, the
elderly participantst relative immobility would hinder their participation.
Survey data, on the other hand, show that transportation was not a major

problem for either the elderly or the nonelderly.

No direct relation was found in AAE data between responses to these
questions and enrollees' probability of becoming recipients. However,
analysis in the Demand Experi:nent has suggested that participants'
behavior in the program is affected by their understanding of its
rules. See Stephen K. Mayo, Housing Expenditures and Quality, Part I:
Draft Report on Housing Expenditures Under a Percent of Rent Housing

Abt Associates Inc., April L975).

1

Allowance (Cambridge, Mass. :
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Respondents to the elderly survey included a group of enrollees who said
they had searched for housing. Although a third of these people mentioned

transportation as a problem, only 6 percent said it was the biggest problem

they faced. The major problem, identified by 62 percent 6f these terminees,

was "finding a place you liked and could afford."I And among those elderly
enrollees who said they moved, only 8 percent reported receiving transporta-
tion assistance from the agerr"ies.2

The data show little difference between the elderly and nonelderly partici-
pants' need for transportation. Among the enrollees who became recipients,
only 13 percent of the elderly and 14 percent of the nonelderly said they

had had transportation problems.3 Thus, regardless of the staff perceptions

of the elderly enrollees' immobility, and despite the fact that only a small-

proportion received transportation assistance, transportation did not sub-

stantial-ly hinder the participation of the elderly in the AAE.

fn considering transportation and other special services, it may be impor-

tant to distinguish between desirable and necessary services--that is,
between services that make participation easier or more convenient and

services that make it possible. In the special elderly survey, all enroLlees

who looked for a new unit were asked about services they "needed" but did not

receive. Over half mentioned at least one service, but evidence that the

absence of services kept them from participating is limited.

The most commonly cited service needed was a listing of available units
(mentioned by 23 percent of the respondent=).4 Second was transportation
assistance (I8 percent), and another I0 percent of the respondents claimed

a need for someone to look at units for them. Nine percent mentioned they

needed someone to take thern to Iook at places. Another group of responses

dealt with the move itself. HeIp with moving expenses, with packing and

unpacking, and with arrangements for a mover were cited in 15, 12, and 8

percent of the cases, respectively. Although each of these services was

Appendix B, Table 8-6.
In addition, 9 percent reported that agency staff had helped them by
looking at potential units for them. Appendix B, Table B-7.

Based on responses to the AAE Second Participant Survey.

Appendix B, Table B-9.

1

2

3
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1identified as needed but not available, most of the respondents had become

recipients. Those who became recipients were less likely than terminees to
nErme an unmet need for services; 60 percent of the terminees expressed such

a need, compared to 4I percent of the recipients. But among all those who

mentioned any need, there was little difference between recipients and ter-
minees in the needs mentioned. In other words, the elderly respondents were

generally listing services that would have been desira-b1e but which seem

Iikely to have kept only a smalL minority from program participation"

Not only were the elderly thought to need more services, but staff members

agreed that they gave the elderly more help in response to this need. Survey

data, in contrast, indj-cate that the elderly had generally less contact with
2the agency than the nonelderly. - The figures are in Tab1e 4-2"

IABI.E 4.2
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Some of these services were in fact generally offered, but apparently
they were not received by the respondents.
It should be noted that this pattern could be overstated if elderly respon-
dents less frequently remernbered their contacts with the agency. Other
research has demonstrated that survey respondents over age 55 are less
able to recall events occurring 13 weeks or more before the survey question
is asked. See Selzmour Sudman and Norman M. Bradburn, Response Effects in
Surveys (Chicago, I11. : Aldine Publ-ishi-ng Co. , L974) .
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On two points, the elderly's relatively less frequent reported contact
corresponds to staff perceptions. At enrollment, most respondents reported.

one or two visits to the agency. These visits were presurnably the enroll-
ment session and an earlier visit to file an application. The hilher pro-
portion of eld.erly respondents reporting no visits or only one visit
probably reflects the practice at some agencies of visiting elderly appli-
cants in their homes to conduct enrollment sessions. Even at this point,
however, the incidence of multiple contacts is higher for the nonelderly
than the elderly.

The pattern of contacts I8 months after enrollment also conforms to staff
reports that elderly households required fdwer services than the nonelderly
after becoming recipients. Services to recipients most frequently dealt
with landlord problems or a change of residence. Elderly households were

less tikely to be found in either situation.I

EIderIy responses six months after enrollment also show relatively little
contact with the agency, either at the office or by telephone. This

response covers the period between enroll-ment and first payment, during
which agencies provided enrollees with most of their services. Again, the

elderly may have received more home visits than the nonelderly, but such

visits generally involved some telephone contact and the elderly reported
fewer telephone contacts than the nonelderly during this time.

The disparity between elderly and nonelderly contacts is partly because

most enrollee services were provided to those attempting to move, and

elderly enrollees atteurpted to move less frequently than others. But the

inequality persists even when moving plans are taken into account. Among

those who moved, 48 percent of the elderly reported no office visits and.

38 percent no telephone contacts six months after enrollment, compared to
25 percent for the nonelderly in both categories.

Records kept by the springfield 
"g.n"y2 support the conclusion tha

enrollees made less use of agency services than the nonelderly.3

During the first 12 months after they began receiving allowance payments,
9 percent of the elderly and 20 percent of the nonel-derly moved. Similar-
ly, the elderly were substantially less likely to terminate from the pro-
gram prematurely: 13 percent terminated in their first 12 months, compared
to 24 percent of the nonelderly.
Springfiel-d was the only agency to keep such record.s in sufficient detail
for the analysis.
Note that these data do not depend on participant recal_1.
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Springfield, 51 percent )f tne nonelderly enrollees attend,ed voluntary
information sessions andlor requested ind.ivid.ual assistance; 45 percent of
the elderly received the same services. However, these figures are

infl-uenced by the high proportion of elderly enrollees who plaflned to stay

in their preprogram units. When the analysis is restricted to those plan-
ning to move, a somewhat higher proportion of elderly than nonelderly
enro]lees received voluntary services (58 percent compared to 50 percent) "

Thus, although some elderly participants did have special needs and some

required substantial services, the overall level of service use among the
elderly was at least no higher, and perhaps a little lower than for non-

elderly enrollees.

EFFECTIVENESS OF SERVICES

In other AAE analyses, responsive services were found. effective in helping
enro]lees become recipients. I They were especially helpful for enrol-Iees

planning to move in tight housing markets and for black enrollees, regard-
less of their moving intentions.

Services seem generally effective for both elderly and nonelderly enrollees,
but there is some evidence that the benefit is greatest for the nonelderly.
Across the AAE sites, as shown in Table 4-3, enrollee success rates were

higher where agencies offered higher levels of responsive services.. But

in the sites offering comparatively lower levels of services, elderly
enrollees were more successful than the nonelderly--64 percent of the

elderly planning to move became recipients, compared to 56 percent of the

nonelderly. When agencies offered higher levels of services, about the

same proportion of elderly and noneld.erly households planning to move

became recipients (see Table 44) .2

The Springfield agency kept attendance records for both mandatory and

voluntary information sessions, and it kept track of requests for individ-
ualized agency assistance. Again, a higher proportion of the elderly and

nonelderly enrollees who received some voluntary services became recipients,

See Holshouser et aI., oP. cit., Appendix D.

For the complete analysis, see Appendix A of this report. In Holshouser
et aI., op. cit., Appendix D, a similar analysis restricts the data base
to enrollees planning to move in tight markets. The same tendency is
visible, but it is less pronounced.

1
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but the gain was notably greater for the nonelderly. Among nonelderly
enrollees planning to move, the percentage becoming recipients was 22 points
higher for those receiving some voluntary services; the difference for the

elderly was only 10 percentage points. The number of elderly enrollees in
some cells of the table is small, however, so this conclusion on the rela-
tive effectiveness of services must be viewed with cautiorr.l

TABLE 4-3

PERCENTAGE OF ENROLLEES BECOMING RECIPIENTS

Enrollees Planning to Move Enrollees Planning to Stay

ElderIy Nonelderly Elderly Nonelderly

Agencies Offering
Substantial Responsive
Servicesa

7LZ
(rs4)

7 0e"
(r ,297 )

56
(2,465)

872
(363)

86
( 582)

94
(32)

79
( s6)

838
(849)

83
(r,339)

T

T

T

T

t
I
t
T

t
I
I
T

I
T

t
t
T

I
I

Agencies Offering
Limited Responsive
ServicesD

64
( 332)

58
(33)

48
(24)

Springf ield Enrolleesc
Those receiving some
voluntary services
Those receiving only
mandatory services

77
( 360)

55
( 364)

84
( 1s4)

79
(173)

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments Initiation Forms; Site
background data

Data Base: A11 Enrollees (trt = 7,381, excluding 7IO enrollees who were undecided
at enrollment; missing cases - 5)

aDurham, Tulsa, and Springfield.
bSa1em, Peoria, San Bernardino, Bismarck, and Jacksonville.
cln order to have a sufficient number of elderly households in the planned mover
category, undecided households were combined with the households that planned
to move.

Fu1ler analysis is presented in Appendix A
1
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If, as the analyses above suggest, agency services have a limit.ed effect on

elderly enrollees' chances of becoming recipients, it may be because the

elderly have other resources that reduce their need for agency support. AAE

data on this point are limited, but they hint that some such resources exist"
Table 4-4 compares the assistance elderly households that searched for new

housJ-ng received from friends and relatives to the help they received from
'l

agencies.- Among those who moved, about the same proportion reported help
from both sources in identifying units. But elderly enrollees reported
substant,ially more help from friends and relatives than from the agencies

in overcoming transportation problems and dealing with landlords--the two

items agency staff most frequently mentioned as special needs of their
elderly clientele.2 In some senses, then, agency services may well be

relatively minor among the resources available to eld.erly participants.

CONCLUSION

Many elderly households face problerns that could impede their participation
in a housing allowance program such as the AAE. Paradoxically, the AAE

evidence suggests that the elderly may actually need agency services less
than nonelderly participants.

On two counts the data clearly point to a Lesser demand for services €Imong

the elderly. First, the most extensive agency services to enrollees were

designed, to aid. enrollees planning to move to new units. Elderly enrollees,
as noted in Chapter 3, were only about half as likely tc plan to move as

nonelderly enrollees, so propor.tionately fewer elderly used mover-oriented

services. Second, after they became allowance recipients, the elderly were

apparently less 1ike1y to find themselves in situatj.ons, such as moving and

disputes with landlords, that required agency services. Staff perceptions

and participant data are in accord on these points. For these reasons,

some staff members concluded that in the long term they could handle

Iarger caseloads of elderly than nonelderly participants.

These data are taken from the special elderly survey and are not avail--
able for nonelderly enrollees.
For examples of the operation of these support networks, see the case
histories in Appendix C.

1
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TABLE 4-4

PERCENTAGE OF ELDERLY RECTPIENTS REPORTING SEARCH ASSISTANCE

aHelp From Friends and Relatives HeIp From Agency

Recipients
Who Searched
But Stayed

(N=63)

Recipients
Who Moved

(u=99)

Recipients
Who Searched
But Stayed

(N=59)

Recipients
Who Moved

(n=95)

Telling of
Available Pl-aces

Drive Around to
Look at Places

Going in to Talk
with Landl-ord

54e"

39

29

648'

55

43

Show List of Places

CaIl to Find
Available P1aces

Take Around to
Look at P1aces

Look at Places for You

Help You DeaI with
Landlords

L7Z

10 16/

43e"

L4

L2

L7

(,
Ot

0

7

I5

Source: AAE Application and Payments lnitiation Fol.lns, Sp€cial E]derly survey. see afao Appendix B, Tab1e B-7.

Data Baser AIl Recipient Searchers rho answered both questions (N = 162)

aEight responaents ilitl not ansrrer this question.
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\
The evidence with respect to elderly enrollees planning to move is conflict-
ing. Agency staff generally believed such participants needed more help
than the nonelderly, and they cited the need for transportation and help in
dealing with landlords in particular. Responses to the special elderly
survey confirm that such problems existed, and they mention as well- the
difficulty of arranging and making the actual move. Yet there is also
evidence that the elderly enrollees'problems were not unique, that they
did not use agency services any more than the nonelderly (and perhaps used

them less), and that services were more help to the nonelderly than to the
elderly in becoming recipients.

The resolution of these conflicting indications rests on two facts. First,
many elderly persons did have special problems, and the agency staff were

very sensitive to them. Elderly enrollees in general seem to have had

more difficulty than the nonelderly in understanding the program, and they

required extra effort from the staff in explaining it. In what was probabty

a minority of cases, agency staff did provide extensive special services to
particular elderly householdsi anecdotal evidence of such cases abounds.

Second, many elderly participants in the AAE did not have particular prob-

lems, and many were able to call on resources other than those of the

agencies to deal with them. Thus, although some elderly people needed

extensive services, and sensitivity was generally reguired of agency staff
in dealing wittr the elderly, on the whole, they did not require extensive

supporting services from the agencies.
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V. PROGRAM OUTCOMES

Participation in the housing allowance program offered recipient households

several potential benefits. Those who moved or secured repairs on their
preprogram units often experienced an improvement in the physical quality
of their housing. Movers might relocate to better neighborhood.s or find,

less crowded quarters. A11 of the recipients, but particularly those who

stayed in their preprogram units, had a chance to reduce their "rent
burden"--the proportion of their income spent on re.rt.1

Previous research has indicated that excessive rent burden is the most

common problem facing elderly renter households.2 Many elderly households

live on fixed incomes and even suffer from declining incomes as household

mernbers retire from the work force. They continue to live in the housing

they occupied when the household income was higher, and the rent may go

up with inflation even as the family income goes down. In some cases,

family size decreases when chil-dren move out to live on their own; then the

family begins "overconsuming," because its unit is bigger than it currently
needs.

This chapter briefly reviews the program benefits received by elderly partic-
ipants in the AAE, with attention to how they differ from those for non-

elderly allowance recipients. Because previous chapters have shown that a

substantially higher proportion of elderly than nonelderly recipients
remain in their preprogram units, the chapter also examines the effect of
this factor on benefits.

REDUCTIONS IN RENT BURDEN

The 1970 Census documented that rent burden is generally higher for elderly
households than for younger families. About two-thirds of the elderly
renter households paid rents greater than 25 percent of their gross income;

about half paid more than 35 percent. In contrast, only about one-third of
the nonelderl-y househotds had a rent/income ratio greater than 25 p"r"errt.3

A11 of these program outcomes are described for the whole AAE population
in Temp1e et a1., Third Annual Report, op. cit.
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Older Americans: Facts
About Income and Housing, October 1973.

U.S. Census Public Use Tapes, Table A-L2, in ibid., L973

I
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OveralL, elderly AAE recipients faced hig\er rent burdens than the non-

elderly recipients, although the difference was not as great as that for
the national poputation.l Elderly recipients were paying a median of 47

percent of their income for rent at enrollment, compared to a median of
40 percent for the nonelderly.2 The difference between the total elderly
and nonelderly groups, however, is mainly due to the smaller average house-

hold size among elderly participants.3 As Table 5-1 shows, elderly and

nonelderly households of the same size actually had very similar rent
burdens rn Ln facl, the averages for the elderly were slightly lower

than those for the nonelderly.

Both elderly and nonelderly households gained substantial- reductions in
their rent burden through AAE participation. Overall, the gain was

slightly greater for,the eIderly. Their median rent burden of 47 percent

fell to a median of 24 percent, while the median for the nonel-derly

dropped from 40 Eo 20 percent. Again, however, holding household size
constant virtually eliminates any distinction between the gains for
elderly and nonelderly recipients, as shown in Table 5-I.

IMPROVEMENTS IN HOUSING QUALITY

By the measures available, elderly households were occupying stightly
better housing than nonelderly households before enrollment. Because of
this difference, and because fewer of the elderly households moved to new

Because the elderly in the national population have substantially lower
average incomes than the nonelderly, but aII AAE participants had low
incomes, one would not expect so great a disparity between elderly and
nonelderl-y within tJ:e AAE population.
In this analysis, rent burd.en is defined as the ratio between gross
rent (including utilities) and gross income (not taking into account
the deductions that were used for computing payments in the program).

Program rules excluded one-person households except for the elderly,
disabled, or households displaced by public.action. Consequently, the
proportion of one-person households is much higher among elderly than
nonelderly recipients (72 percent compared to 9 percent). However,
elderly households in general are smaller than nonelderly household.s.
Thus, 82 percent of the elderly recipient households with more than one
person had only two, compared to 26 percent of the nonelderly households
with more than one person.

Within household size categories, both the average incomes and the
average rent were very similar for elderly and nonelderly households.

I
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TABLE 5-1

MEAI{ RENT BURDEN WITHIN HOUSEHOLD SIZE CATEGORIES
AT ENROLLMENT AND FIRST PAYI4ENT, ELDERLY AND NONELDERLY

l,lean Rent Burden

At Enrollment At First Payment
Household
Size EIderly Nonelderly Elderly Nonelderly

(L,O47)

"15

(4,2L5)

))

(837 )

56

( 370)

.60

(836) a

.27

(370)

.30
One

Two
(264)

.46

( I ,012)

.50

(264)

23

( r,012)

a1

Three-Four
( s0)

.39

( 1,786)

.43

( s0)

18

(7,786)

.22

Five or More
(8)

t.331

(L,047)

.35

(8)

t "r0l

AII Households

Mean

(1,159)

.52

(4 ,2L5)

.44

( r,158)

"26

a

MEDIAN .47 .40 -24 20

Source: AAE Application, Certification, Enrollment, and Payments Initiation
Forms

Data Base: A11 Recipients (N = 5,374, excludingr 383 households who paid
_ zero rent at enrollment or had zero income at enrollment)

aone missin g observation.
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units, the elderly benefited less from improvements in housing quality than

did the noneId,erly.I

A rough measure of change in housing quality is provided by a measure based

on the presence or absence of the seven most frequently reported deficien-
cies in units.2 Both etderly and nonelderly households showed substantial
gains in the proportion living in units with none of the d.eficiencies--from
52 to 65 percent for the el-derly, and from 42 to 59 percent for the non-

e1derly. Among those who moved, elderly and nonelderly households differed
Iittle, either in the guality of their preprogram units or in their new

units, as illustrated in Table 5-2. Because more nonelderly households

moved, however, the ov6rall increase in the percentage of households occu-

pying units with none of the deficiencies was slightly greater for the

nonelder.Iy than for the elderIy. Both groups improved their housing, but
the disparity between them nar.owed.3

The same general pattern is reflected in the standardized rent figure shown
t

in Table 5-3.' Standardized rent can be taken as an indicator of the level-

of housing consumption, including not only the unit's physical characteris-
tics but also those of the neighborhood or location that affect its va1ue.

Overal1, standardized rent for the elderly went from 0.98 at the time of

Improvement in housing quality cou1d. result either from a move or from
repairs to preprogram units. However, the limited scal-e and duration of
the AAE was not conducive to substantial- repairs, and relatively few
households became recipients in their preprogram units after repairs.
Overall, 1I percent of the 4,527 nonelderly recipients and 13 percent of
the 1,229 eld,erly recipients stayed in their preprogram units with repairs.
Therefore, 22 percent of the 2r258 nonelderly households and 18 percent of
the 909 elderly households that remained in their old units had some re-
pairs done to those units.
These deficiencies (noted in the First and Second Participant Surveys and
the Housing Evaluation Forms) included the presence of leaks or rodents
(as reported by participants), the presence of structural hazards, safety
hazards, major plumbing deficiencies, major heating deficiencies, and a
judgment that the unit was unfit for other reasons (as reported by an inde-
pendent inspector).
Some of this pattern might result from regression on the mean. However,
measurernent errors are probably slight, so the pattern reflects real change
in relative conditions.
For each location, a panel of experts estimated average rental prices for
modest, standard units for various household sizes. The standardized rent
figures reported here are the ratio of a household's reported rent to the
estimate for a household of that size in that location. A value of 1.00
indicates that a household's rent was exactly equal to the estimate.
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TABLE 5-2

PERCENTAGE OF RECIPIENT MOVERS LIVING IN UN]TS
WITH COMI\4ON DEFICIENCIES AT ENROLLMENT

AND E'TRST PAYI4ENT

At Enrollment At First Pavment

Substandard Attribute
Elderly

(N=51)
Nonelderly

(N=300)
Elderly

(N=5I)
Nonelderly

(N=300)

Unit has leaks

Unit has rats

Unvented space heaters,
portable electric heaters,
or no heat

Unit has structural- hazards

Unit has safety hazards

Unit has major plumbing
deficiencies

Unit is unfit for habitation

188 232

L4 24

L2

18

31 33 T7

22 19

16 l6

8I

2z9

44L4

4

72

6e" tz

20

10

Source: First and Second Participant Surveys; First and Second Wave
Housing Evaluation I'orms

Data Base: Recipient Movers in joint samples (N = 351)
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enrollment to 1.08 when they became al-lowance recipients. The change for
nonelderly households was larger, from 0.86 to 1.05. Again, households

that moved experienced greater changes. Because a higher proportion of
nonelderly households moved, the overall change for the nonelderly was

greater, and the initial difference between elderly and nonelderly groups

\,ilas feduced.

TABLE 5-3

I4EAN STANDARDIZED RENT
AT ENROLLMENT AND FIRST PAYI4ENT

A11 Recipients

ElderIy Nonelderly Elderly Nonelderly Elder1y Nonelderly

Recipients
Who Moved

Recipients
Who Stayed

At Enrollment .82
(N=261)

At First Palment 1.I8
(N=260)

a

.75
(N=1,998 )

1.13
(N=1,998)

L.02
(N=902 )

1.05
(N=902)

-97
(ll=2 ,24L)

.98
(l:t=2 ,241)

-98
(N=1 , 163 )

1 .08
(N=1, t6Da

.86
(N=4, 239)

1.05
(fJ=4,239)

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment,

Data Base: All- Recipients (N = 5,402,
rent at enrollment)

and Palzments Initiation Forms

excluding 355 households who paid zero

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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t
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I
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I
I
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aone missing observation

Some el-derly persons might be expected to require special features in
their housing because of their physical limitations. If such housing were

not readily availabfe in the pr-ivate market, a housing allowance would be

of little value for these people. There is no evidence that this problem

existed for any substantial number of AAE participants, however. Rela-

tively few respondents to the special elderly survey mentioned special
physical requirements for their units. The most commonly named needs of
this type were that all rooms be on the same floor (37 percent) and that
the unit have not many stairs to climb (36 percent). Less than 10 per-

cent indicated that they currently occupied housing with special safety

or convenience features (such as grab bars) not comonly available on

the private market. Atthough there is no direct evidence of the extent

to which elderly recipients were able to satisfy any special housing

requirements, 74 percent said they were very satisfied with the units they
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occupied under the program; only 57 percent of the nonelderly recipients
said they were very satisfied.

REDUCTIONS IN HOUSING CROWDEDNESS

On the average, elderly participants in the AAE occupied units with sub-

stantially fewer persons per room than the nonelderly. The mean number of
persons per room at enrollment was O.42 for the elderly and 0.80 for the

1nonelderly.- These figures do not reflect overconsumption, however" As

Table 5-4 shows, the disparity in the averages is almost entirely due to
the smaller size of the elderly households. Within household size cate-
gories, the average numlcer of persons per room for elderly and nonelderly
househol-ds was very similar.

Changes in crowdedness would be expected almost exclusively for households

that moved. Although both elderly and nonelderly households decreased

their crowdedness by moving, the improvement was greater for the nonelderly.
Again, the program helped equalize the circumstances of the two groups

while improving the situation for both.

IMPROVEMENTS IN NEIGHBORHOOD QUALITY

When AAE participants moved, they often improve.d the quality of their
neighborhood as well- as that of their dwelling units. Because such improve-

ments obviously depend on moving, it is not surprising to find that non-

elderly participants experienced greater overall changes in neighborhood

quality than the elder1y.

A socioeconomic index (SEI), based on 1970 census data for each census

tract, serves as a rough indicator of the quality of the participants'
)

neighborhood.- At enrollment, the elderly lived in tracts of stightly
better quality than the nonelderly. The elderly enrollees' average SEI

score was 0 "834; the average for the nonelderly was 0.805. Both groups

improved their average neighborhood quality by the time they became recip-
ients. The elderly average climbed Lo 0.872, and that of the nonelderly
rose to an almost identical 0.870. As table 5-5 shows, however, the

Computed only for those who ultimately became allowance recipients.
The index takes into account the levels of income, education, and white-
col1ar employment in the census tract. An "averag:e" tract in each pro-
gram area would have a value of 1.00 on the index.

1

2
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TABLE 5-4
.HOUSING CROWDEDNESS WITHIN HOUSEHOLD SIZE CATEGORIES,

RECIPIENTS WHO STAYED AND RECIPIENTS
WHO MOVED AT ENROLLMB{T AIJD FIRST PAYMENT

Average Number of Persons Per Room

Household
Size

Recipients Who Stayed Recipients Who Moved
At Enrollment At First Palzment

Elderly Nonelderly Elderly Nonelderly ElderIy Nonelderly

One

Two

Three-Four

Five or }4ore

.35

( 666)

.5r
(2L4)

.81

(26)

(s)

.35

(223)

.53

(603)

.74

(es6)

1. 11

(466)

.37

(222)

.56

( 6s)

.72

(27 )

(4)

.45

(187)

.59

(so7)

.84

(ess)

L.24

( 630)

.32

(222)

.50

( 6s)

.66

(27)

(4)

.33

(187)

.50

(s07)

.72

(ess)

1 .06

( 630)

I
t
T

t
T

I
I
T

t
t
I
T

t
I
I
I
T

T

I

Total .40

(e11)

.72

(2,248)
.45

(318)

.87

(2 ,27 9)

.42

(318)

.73

(2,279)

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Palzments Initiation Forms

Data Base: A1I Recipients (N = 5,756; missing cases - 1)
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improvement in neighborhood quality was actually greater for those elderly
households that moved outside their census tracts than for their nonelderly
counterparts. In other words, the larger average gains for the nonelderly
participants resulted simply because more of them moved.

TABLE 5-5

NEIGIIBORH@D QUALITY

Recipients
lJho Did
Not Move

Recipients
who Moved
Within
Census Tract

Recipients who
Chanqed Tracts
At

anrollment
At First
Payment

Mean Socioeconomic
Indexa

ElderIy
Nonelderly

.857 ( 815)

.35e(I,923)

803 ( 195)

745 ( 1,580)

1.0r1 ( 195)

.908 ( 1,580)

.6s9 ( 67 ',)

.7A9 (432),

Source: AAE Application, EEoII-nent, and Payments Initiation Forrls,
1970 U.S, Census (4th Count, Population) for SEI conponents

Data Base: .\11 enrolled househol,ds that received an initial payment and
whose enroLlment and firsLpayment census tracts could be
identified (N = 5,014)

"Tha sEr is an index which compares tlact measujres of income, education, and
type of ernplo nent with the sane measures for the SH.SA (in some cases, e.g.
Springfield, the S!4SA tape contains additional tracts) in which the tract
is located. The three measures are weighted equally. A tract with an index
score of 1.0 means the census tract had an average socioeeonomic level for
that area. Any value below I.0 indicates the census tlact fell below the
average socioeconomic level; scores above 1.0 indicate an above-average
socioeconomic level-

CONCLUSION

Previous research establishes that elderly households have different housing
problems from nonelderly households. That conclusion leads one to expect

that the elderly would receive different.benefits than others from a housing

allowance program. The AAE experience only partially bears out this
expectation.

As a group, elderly AAE participants had slightly higher rent burdens and

occupied somewhat better housing than the nonelderly. They also occupied

housing with substantially fewer persons per room. As a result of the
program, all of these conditions improved for both the elderly and non-

elderly groups. For elderly participants, the reduction in rent burden

was slightly larger than thaL for the nonelderly. Improvements in housing
quality, crowdedness, and neighborhood quality were greater for the
nonelderly.
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Most of the differences between the program outcomes for the elderly and

nonelderly recipients can be explained by two factors. First, the elderly
had smaller households than the nonelderly. Second, a higher proportion of
the elderly became recipients in their preprogram units. When these two

factors are held constant, the similarities in measures of housing quality
improvement for the elderly and nonelderly households are much more striking
than the differences.
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VI. CERTIFICATION OF ELDERLY PARTICTPAI.ITS I INCOMES

Before households could participate in the AAE, the agencies had to certify
that information related to their eligibility and potential payment levels
was correct. Particular emphasis vras placed on income and household size
information, which determined the value of the allowance payment a house-

hold could receive.

HUD pemtitted agencies to certify income and household size data either by

accepting participants ' declarations or by verifyinqr the reported info::mation.
Other AAE analysis found verification of income data--which involved checking

documents submitted by the participant (such as pay stubs) or contacting third
parties (such as employers)--to be more effective than declaration in avoiding
potential palment 

"=ro.".I 
The same study showed that verification was also

the more expensive procedure.

To minimize errors in payments while limiting administrative costs, income

transfer programs have sometimes adopted a policy of selective verification,
checking income only when the risk of error appeared high and accepting
declarations or postponing certification in other ."=.=.2 Some AAE .agency

staff believed elderly households presented a relatively low risk of error
for two reasons. First, many of elderly participants were living on esSen-

tially fixed incomes, which are more stable over time than nonelderly
households' incomes. Second, some staff members felt that the elderly were

more honest than the nonelderly, less IikeIy to misreport their income in an

attempt to qualify for higher payments. These staff members were therefore

See Donald E. Dickson et aI., Certification: Determining Eliqibility and
Settinq Paunent Leve1s in the Administrative Agencv Experiment (Cambridge,
I,lass.: Abt Associates Inc. , L977). The analysis was unable to show
d,ifferences in effectiveness between accepting declarations and verifica-
tion procedures for household size information; reporting errors and changes
in participants' circumstances apparently occurred much Iess frequently for
household size than for income.

For an indication of the impact of selective verification in ongoing pro-
grams, see U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, "Quality
Control; State Corrective Action Activities, Apri-1 1973-June L974"
(Washington, D.C.: Decernber L974), and "Use of Error Profiles and Manage-

ment Controls for Improving Program Operations--West Virginia" (Washington,
D.C.: laay I975).
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willing to accept declarations from elderly applicants while they continued

verifying income information provided by the nonelderly. l

Overall, income certification in the AAE resulted in small-er changes in the

potential payments for elderly than for nonelderly households, as shown in
Table 6-L.2 On the average, income certification for the nonelderly led, to
an adjustment (upward or downward) of $129 per household per year in housing

allowance payments. For the elderly, the average annual change was only $48

per household. Furthermore, adjustments to the elderly applicantsr reported
income figures made less difference in the total value of allowance palments

the agencies would make. For the elderly, adjustments upward nearly balanced

adjustments downward and resulted in a net reduction in the average annual

TABLE 6-1

PAYMBIT AA'UST!{BITS RESULTING
FROIT1 CERTIFICAIION

Adjustnent to Potential
Annua1 Pa]rnents Per Eousehold

Elderly wonelderly

Absolute Adjustoenta

Net Adjustuentb

N

$48

-sI
L492

s129

-$22
5338

l

Source: eAE APP1ication and Certif,ication Folas

Data Base: Certified epplicants in all sites excePt Bisuarck (N = 7,830,
excluding 252 ineligibte households and 10 missing observations)

aAbsolute adjustlents are the sua of Palfent increases plus pal4ent decreases

b*aa adio"arn"nts are equal to Pa]'Ent increases ninus payrnent decreases'

Although there is anecdotal- evidence of this practice, it was evidently
not widespread. Multivariate analysis did not show age to be strongly
associated with agency decisions to verify or not verify applicants'
incomes. See Dickson et aI., op. cit., Appendix D.

One potential payment is calculated on the basis of income and household
size information provid.ed. at application. A second is computed on the
basis of the information certified as accurate. These are potential
payments because certified applicants might not become recipients and be-
cause actual payments coul-d not exceed the rent ultimately paid by the
recipient households. Changes in potential payments resul-ting from certi-
fication are defined as the difference between the calculation based on
application information and the calculation based on certification infor-
mation.
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payment of only about $1. The average reduction for the nonelderly was
'l

g22 per year.- the remainder of this chapter considers the factors under-

Iying the differences in certification results for elderly and nonelderly

participants.

SIZE OF INCOME ADJUSTMENTS

The major reason for the relatively small payment adjustments for elderly
applicants was not that the elderly had many fewer adjustments, but that
their adjustments were substantially smaller. Among those nonelderly
applicants for whom certification produced income information different
from what they had submitted, the average change in gross annual income

was $927. The average change for the elderly was $319. A much higher
proportion of the adjustments to elderty applicants' incomes was very

small--less than $48 per year, which would alter allowance payments by

less than $1 per month. As Table 6-2 shows, 28 percent of the adjustments

to elderly income data fell in this category, compared to only I0 percent

for the nonelderly.

TABLE 6.2

MAGNITUDE OF CHANGES IN INCOME DATA

ElderIy Nonelderly

Number of Households
with Changes

Average Change

Percent of Changes
larger than $48

Average Annual Income

Average Change as a
Percent of Total Income

815

$319

7 2e"

3,462

$927

90%

$ 3 ,996

25e"

$2,583

L2Z

Source: AAE Application and Certification Forms

Data Base: Certified Applicants with income changes at aI1 sites except
Bismarck (N = 4,277)

When a sirnilar calculation is performed only for those households that
became allowance recipients (better reflecting the effect of certj-fication
on actual AAE payments), the gap between the figures for the elderly and
nonelderly narrows.

I
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In part, this pattern reflects the smaller average incomes of the elderly
AAE participants: the larger incomes of the nonelderly would be expected

to lead to larger average changes.

However, as Table 6-2 shows, the amount of income explains only part of the

differences. The changes for the elderly also represented a smaIler propor-
tion of their total income (12 percent, compared to 25 percent for the

nonelderly). This finding suggests that elderly incomes are more stable
than those of nonelderly participants, not only in tha_t they are less
subject to change over time, but also because they fluctuate in a propor-
tionately smaIler rarrn".1

THE INCIDENCE OF ADJUSTMENTS TO INCO},IE INFORMATION

Certification resulted in income adjustments about as often for the elderly
as for the nonelderly, as shown in Table 6-3. The incidence of nontrivial
changes (those large enough to affect monthly allowance payments by at
least $l) was slightly higher for the nonelderly, but even this difference
was not very large. Forty-nine percent of the certifications of nonelderly
incomes led to a nontrivial adjustment, compared to 39 percent of the certi-
fications for the elderly. i

These differences are partly attributable to the varying stability of income

from different sources. Income changes are least frequent when participants
have only grant income (such as welfare), and they are most frequent when

the applicant has several types of income (such as grant and earned income).2

Tab1e 6-4 shows that these relations hold true for both elderly and nonelderly
applicants, and that they account for some of the difference in the incidence

of observed changes. Anong households with no earned income, for example,

elderly and nonelderly households differed little. But a substantially
higher proportion of elderly than nonelderly households had no earned income,

and the low incidence of changes in this category contributed to the elderly's
low overall rate.

This suggestion is supported by regression analyses of the magnitude of
certification changes. The regression coefficient for the variable repre-
senting elapsed time between application and certification (in ten-day
units) was substantially larger in an equation based soleIy on the non-
elderly than in another based solely on the elderly. In fact, the coeffi-
cient in the equation based on the elderly population was not judged
statistically important. See Appendix D, Tables D-1 and D-2.

See Dickson et aI., op. cit., Appendix D.

I

2
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TABLE 6-3

INCIDENCE OF CHANGES IN REPORTED INCOT{E

ElderIy Nonelderly

Percentage of Cases
With Any Change

Percentage of Cases
With Changes Greater Than $48

Total N

558

39

L,494

55c

49

6,346

Source: AAE Application and Certification Fonrs.

Data Base: Certified Applicants in all sites except Bismarck (!rt=7,840,
excluding 262 LnelLgible households) .

TABLE 6-4

PERCEI{:TAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH NONTRIVIAI INCO!4E CHANGES
WITTIIN INCOIjIE SOURCE CATEGORIES - ELDERLY AND NONELDERLY

Income Source

Earned Only Some Earned Income No Earned, Income

(53) (137) (L ,294)
Elderly

44+. 55r 372

(2,150) (1,188) (3 ,008 )

Nonelderly 558 598 4L?

Source: AAE Application and Certification Forms.

Data Base: Certified Applicants at all sites except Bismarck (N=7,840,
excluding 262 ineligible households).

Although the overall differences are smaIl, they do suggest that elderly
incomes are less sr:bject to change over time. As Figure 6-I shows, the

incidence of changes for noneld.erly households increased steadily as time

passed between application and certification. The pattern was much less

consistent for elderly households, implying that other factors than the

passage of time were more important determinants of change. Multivariate
analysis confirms that the incidence of changes is more strongly influenced
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by the passage of time for the nonelderly even when other factors, including
source of income, are taken into accoont.l

CERTIFICATION METHODS

Previous analysis has shown that, in the AAE, income verification was more

effective in identifying potential payment errors than was acceptance of
participant declarations. Table 6-5 shows this conclusion holds for both
elderly and nonelderly participants. Among both groups, the average value
of changes in annual payments was sr:bstantially larger with verification than
when declaration was used. l'lultivariate analyses confi:m that this relation
exists among both elderly and nonelderly households when other factors are
taken into account.2

TABLE 6-5

EFFECT OF CERTIFTCATION METHODS
ON VA],UE OF PAYI,IENT ADJUSTMENTS

Certification
Method

Average Absolute Payment
Adjustment Per Certified Household

Elderly l.Ionelderly

Complete Third
Party Verification

Complete Doclxnent
Verification

Complete Verification
by Mixed Procedure

$sI

53

L22

$ 129

L43

r87

N

Partial Verification 57 ts7

Participant Declaration 24 106

L,492 6,338

Source: AAE Application and Certification Fo:ms

Data Base: Certified Applicants at all sites except Bismarck (N = 7,830,
excluding 262 ineligible households and 10 missing observations)

See Appendix D, Tables D-3 and D-4.

Ibid., Tables D-5 and D-6.

I
2
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The AAE data do not permit a clear distinction between adjustments that
result from actual changes in participant circumstances and those that are

the consequence of reporting errors, deliberate or j-nadvertent. One might

expect, however, that if reporting errors were less corrnon for the elderly,
and if the special strength of verification is d.etecting errors in reporting,
not changes in circumstances, then the value of verification of elderly
incomes would be rather small. The AAE data, however, show the difference
between verification and decfaration to be as great for the etderly as for
the nonelderly. Thus, the AAE data can neither support nor directly contra-
dict staff perceptj-ons that elderly participants were more honest in report-
ing their incomes.

CONCLUSION

Income certification in the AAE 1ed to smaller average palzment adjustments

for the elderly than for the nonelderly. Three factors contributed to this
result. First, elderly incomes were smaller. Secondr they were less

subject to change over time, in part because comparatively few of the

elderly were receiving earned income. Third, when elderly incomes did
change, they fluctuated in a proportionately narrower range than those of
the nonelderly

These patterns indicate that the result of not verifying or delaying veri-
fication of elderly applicants' incomes--measured in terms of the palzment

errors that would be overlooked--is smaller than it woufd be for the non-

elderly. However, such a policy would allow a substantial number of
errors to go unchecked. Among elderly households, the average annual

payment adjustment with third-party verification was $27 h:-gher per

family than the average adjustment with participant declarations. In con-

trast, the incrementaf administrative cost of a third-party verification
1

is about $6.' If limited resources forced selective verification, the

elderly--at least those without earned income--would be a good group not

to verify. In less constrained situations, the benefits of verification

--even for the elderly--might well outweigh the costs.

1
See Dickson et aI., op. cit.
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VII. CONSIDERATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The Administrative Agenry E>rperiment provides considerable information on

the experiences of elder1y participants in a housing allowance program.

Perhaps most important, it reveals few major differences between the ex-
periences of the elderly and nonelderly, implying no reguirement for special
program desigm features or administrative procedures to deal with either
9roup

But the AAE was not principally designed to investigate the way the program

could serve elderly people, and the analysis reported here necessarily
leaves some questions unanswered. This chapter deals briefly with three
such areas: special housing needs of the elderly that might not be met by

a housing allowance program, procedures for effectively informing elderly
households about the existence of a housing allowance program, and providing
appropriate leveIs of supportive services to elderly participants.

SPECIAI HOUSING NEEDS

The AAE experience suggests that a housing allowance program can serve sub-

stantial numbers of elderly households. Although the proportion of elderly
households served in the AAE was smaller than the nonelderly proportion, a

substantial number of elderly fa:nilies did participate. And the limited
available evidence suggests that those elderly households served by the
program did not differ markedly from the broader elderly population.

Despite these findings, previous research has shown that there are elderly
households with special needs that a housing allowance program is not ex-
plicitly designed to meet. I\vo groups are of particular interest: those

that.need special physical features in their dwellings, and those whose

main problem is the cost of property taxes and maintenance of homes they

currently own. I4any special housing requirements are doubtless impossible

to fill on the private market. But AAE data show that many elderly families
have relatively limited requirements, such as easy access to the street.
Such needs might weII be met in the private market--especially if agencies

help locate such units or provide additional- subsidies to pay for them. A

housing allowance program might also be designed to provide elderly home-

owners the opportunity to participate and so reduce their shelter burdens.
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For neither of these possibilities does the AAE provide enough information
to judge the capabilities and limitations of a housing allowance program.

To assess them would require research in which homeowners and people with
special needs were actively sought for participation in substantial numbers.

A housing allowance program might also have only limited appeal for those

elderly persons who live in housing of poor quality but strongly wish to
stay where they are. Some evidence suggests that elderly (and some nonelderly)
families did not participate in the AAE because they did not desire to move.

It is unknown how often the families' assumption that they would have to
move was accurate, or how many potentially eligible households in poor

housing would be strongly averse to moving. For such households, a housing

allowance prograrn might make special efforts to inform them accurately of
their housing unit's quality and persuade them to rehabilitate. Anecdotal

evidence indicates that both strategies were sometimes tried in the AAE, but
more detailed data are necessary to determine how an operating program could

best respond to people in this situation.

OUTREACH TO THE ELDERLY

The analysis in Chapter 2 suggests that special outreach procedures would

be required to generate applications from the elderly population in pro-
portion to those from nonelderly households. It identifies a twofold
problem: the elderly were less aware of the program than the nonelderly,
even with equal e{posure to media advertising; and those elderly who were

aware of the program were less likely to apply than other groups.

The AAE experience does not conclusively show, however, which procedures

would be most effective in informing the elderly and motivating them to
apply. In general, the highest proportion of elderly households respond.ed

to media outreach. On the other hand, the most successful campaign to
attract elderly applicants involved mailing flyers directly to elderly
households and stationing agency staff members in shopping centers and other
public places frequented by the elderly. To determine which procedures

would be most generally applicable would require a better understanding of
why the elderly tend to be unaware of the program and why those who are

aware are reluctant to apply.
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SERVICES TO THE ETDERLY

The AAE experience is not conclusive about the level of services that elderly
participants require from a housing allowance program. Agency staff members

felt that elderly enrollees needed and received substantially more attention
than the nonelderly. Other data suggest that the elderly did not get more,

but perhaps got even fewer services. And apparently these services were less

i-urportant in helping the elderly become recipients than they were for the non-

elderly enrollees. The contradiction is i:nportant not only because it creates

difficulty in defining an appropriate level of services, but also because it
suggests a potentially major inefficiency. If operating agencies assume that
elderly participants require substantial extra services (as AAE staff members

did with virtual unani:nity), and if the extra services a?e not really needed,

a program might waste a great deal of administrative effort.

The main need for further research concerns services to enrollees, and esp-

ecially to enrollees planning to move to new units to become allowance re-
cipients. Some elderly enrollees apparently need a great deal of assistance

in moving to a standard unit. But if they are only a small minority of
elderly enrollees, as the AAE data indicate, information on which enrollee
groups need extensive services--and. what kinds of services they reqtrire

--would allow operating agencies ts be more sensitive and selective in their
assistance to elderly participants.
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MTILTIVARTAfE ANALYSTS OF ELDERLY ENROT.T.EES '
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II{TRODUCTION

This appendix examines the experience of elderly enrollees in the Adminis-

trative Agency Experiment in becoming housing allowance recipients, using

a multivariate analysis to isolate the possible effects of aqe.

A household enrolled in the AAE must, in order to qualify for allowance pay-

ments, find a housing unit which could pass an agency inspection. (This

could be the unit which the household already occupied. ) The housing quality
requirement was sorneti:nes a serious obstacle to participation: overall, 29

percent of the AAE enrollees failed to qualify for palments.

The general experience of AAE enrollees in attempting to become allowance

recipients has been analyzed in a previous report.l *h"a analysis identified
several factors closely related to the probability of qualifying for payments:

whether the enrollee planned to move or to stay in the preprogram dwelling

unit; the "tightness" of the housing market; the availability of acceptable

housing in the areai the leveL of supportive services offered by the agencies;

and the size of the allowance payment for which the enrollee would be

eligible.

Age alone was not found to be an i-rnportant factor in accounting for enrollees'
success" EIderIy enrollees were somewhat more successful than the nonelderly
on average--79 percent qualified compared to 69 percent of the nonelderly--
but much of this difference was attributed to the fact that elderly enrollees
less frequently planned to move. When those planning to move and those plan-
ning to stay were analyzed separately, the age variable was not an important
predictor of success.

The earlier analysis did not go on to examine the potential interaction
between age and other variables, however. This appendix extends the earlier
analysis by testing for interactive effects between age and the factors
known to affect enrollee success: moving intentions, subsidy levels, market

condition, and level of services.

See William L. Holshouser, Jr
Allowance Program (Cambridge,

I et al., Supportive Services in a Housing
Mass.: Abt Associates Inc. , L977) . See

especially Appendix B.
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The analytiN procedures employed are described in the next section, "Analytic
Itlethods." The principal procedure is a multivariate contingency analysis
using the "1og linear" approach discussed by Goodman.l The third sectj-on,

"Findings," presents the results of the analysis.; there was, in general,

little interaction between age and the important determinants of enrollee
success in becoming recipients.

1 Leo A. Goodman, "The Multivariate Analysis of Qualitative Data: Inter-
actions Nnong Multiple Classifications, " Journal of the American Statisti-
ca1 Association 65 (1970): 226-256; "The Analysis of Multidimensional
Contingency Tables: Stepwise Procedures and Direct Estimation Methods
for Building Models for Multiple Classifications," Technometrics 13 (197I):
33-51; and "A Modified Multiple Regression Approach to the Analysis of
Dichotomous Variables," American Sociological Review 37 (L972): 28-46.
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ANALYTIC METHODS

The procedures used to analyze the data on elderly success have been de-
'l

scribed in some detail in previous AAE analyses,- and are therefore summa-

rized only briefly here. Essentially, these procedures sumrnarize contin-
gency table data by analyzing ttre logit of success in becoming a recipient.
For the case of two dichotomous predictors A and B, Iet

=p (S=1)
1l r-l

be the probability of success for a household in category i of predictor A

and category j of predictor B.

The equation2 defines a model similar to an analysis of variance model:

/ (L-P )) = cr, + B
AS
l.

P

(r) In (P r-l r-l

Swhere o, a constant,

-BS+g +'l BTS
r-J

oAS
a.

BB:'l

the effect for row i,

the effect for column j, and

gTS = the effect for all ijrl

in the t\,ro-way table crossing the categories of A and B. By imposing the
usual side conditions,

I
i

Ij

I
j

Bi:

^Bp
"l

o

0

Is
i

ABS

ij 0

the parameters of this fully saturated model (all parameters included) are

determined.

See Holshouser et a1., op. cit. Appendix D.

Notational- conventions used in this appendix are consistent with those
used by Goodman, op. cit., L972.

^ABSp,
r-l

1

2
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From the parameters estimated by equation (l), estimates of the cell fre-
quencies for any reduced parameter model can be found. White the ful1y
saturated model (a11 parameters included) will perfectly reproduce the

observed table, the object is to find a reduced parameter model which wilt
still fit the data well. A measure of the "goodness of fit" of the reduced

parameter model to the observed data is given by the log likelihood ratio,

(2) 2
G z.

L, L* rljk ros
rijk
o

fijk

where -ijk!o

f ijk

e

observed ceII frequencies for ce1l ijk in a
three-way cross-tahulation of A, B, and S,

ce1I frequencies for cell ijk generated by the
reduced parameter (unsaturated) modeI.

This ratio is distributed as X2 with the appropriate degrees of freed.om.

In ad,dition, successive models can be fitted by adding each parameter in
turn, thereby deriving a 12 estimate of the importance of each parameter

to the prediction of the logit. These estimates can then be used as guide-

Iines for specifying the appropriate reduced parameter model to be fitted
to the table, and for judging the relative importance of any given term in
predicting the logit of the dependent variable.l

Another useful summary statistic is the "reduction in uncertainty" measure

reported by theiI.2 The reduction in uncertainty, u (y/x), of predicting a

variable y from other variables x is defined for the one predictor variable
case as:

tt(y) - H (y)
(3) u(y/x) x

H (y)

where tt (y) P lnP
l-

and P is the probability of being in the i* level of lhe d,epend.ent variable y;
].

See Ku and. Kullback, "Log-Linear Models in Contingency Table Analysis,"
American Statistician 8r rro. 4 (L974): lL5-122.
Henry Thei1, "On the Estimation of Relationships fnvolving Qualitative
Variab1es," tunerican Journal of Sociology 76 (1970): 103-154. See also

shouser et al., op. cit., Appendix D.

L=-I
i

I

2

Ho1
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H (y) InP /P ijx

and P, - is defined over the i Ievels of the dependent variable and the jr-l
levels of the independent variable (x).

This statistic can be roughly interpreted as a measure of the d.egree to
which the dependent variable is predictable from the included independent

variables and their appropriate interaction terms.

The analysis presented in the following section involves six variables:1

Recipient Status. For each enrollee, a binary variable
indicates whether the enrollee became an allowance recipient
or was terminated from the program without receiving benefits.
This variable generally appears as the proportion who became
recipients within any defined group.

Movinq Intentions. Enrollees were asked whether they planned
to stay in their preprogran units or to move to new un.its
before becoming allowance recipients. Enrollees who were
undecided were excluded from the analysis.

Subsidy Leve1. Each enrollee's potential monthly subsidy
was computed from information obtained at certification on
income and household size. For this analysis, the subsidy
Ievel was divided by the number of people in the household
and classified into two categoriesl over $40 per month per
capita, and $40 per month or less.

Market Tightness. Each of the eight AAE locations was classi-
fied as "tight" or "loose, " on the basis of the rental vacancy
rates and other background data. Tight markets have vacancy
rates ranging from 4 to 6 percent, while loose market vacancy
iates range from 8 to 13 percent.

' *o other variables, found i:nportant in previous analyses, aie not includ-
ed here. The stringency of agency inspection procedures was considered
too compounded with the market tightness and services variables for
inclusion in this analysis. (A11 three are coded only at the site level,'
and the binary classifications have considerable overlap. ) Race was also
found important, but such a large minority of the elderly enrollees were
white that there was little possibility for meaningful separate analysis
of this variable. In the analysis including all of these variables, the
patterns for the elderly were consistent with those shown in this analysis.

2 ,hi= Ievel was chosen to obtain a useable distribution on the variable in
both etderly and nonelderly populations.

I
i

I
j

P..r-l l
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Services. Each of the e ight AAE agencies was classified as
offering a "high" or "Iow" intensity of supportive services
to enrollees, based Iargely on the amount of staff time
aIl-ocated to the services function.

Age. Enrollees were classified as "e1derly" if the head of
household was 62 years old or older, and "nonelderly"
otherwise.

' The data required for these six variables contained on operating forms

which were filed for all enrollees. Most of the analysis in this appendix

was therefore based on the fuIl AAE enrollee population. Because the

Springfield agency kept detailed records of the level of services used by

individual enrollees, a separate analysis was performed of enrollee success

at that site.
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FINDINGS

The analysis presented here involves examination of three four-way contin-
gency tables for all AAE sites combined, and one four-way table for
Springfield. All four tables include the recipient status, moving inten-
tions, and age of enrollees. The remaining variables in the three combined-

site tables are subsidy level, market tightness, and services, respectively.
The services variable is also the fourth element of the Springfield analysis.

Table A-I shows that, for both elderly and nonelderly enrollees, the inten-
tion to move or to stay in the preprogram unit was importantly related to
the probability of becoming a recipient. Because fewer of the elderly
enrollees planned to move (34 percent, compared to 63 percent of the non-

elderly), elderly enrollees overall were more tikely to become recipients.

TABLE A-1

PROBABILITY OF BECOMING A RECIPIENT OF A HOUSING AILOWANCE

BY zu,IOUNT OF EXPECTED SUBSIDY, MO\IING INTENTIONS, AND AGE

Expected Sr:bsidy High
(above $40.00 per
month per capita)

Expected Subsidy Low
($40"00 per month per

capita or below)

Plan to
Move

D's
N=337

,, = .58

N=I49

70

62 Years
and Over
(EIderly) PIan to

Stay
P

S
-87P

S
84

N=630 N=315

Pl-an to
Move

.59E''s,, .69

N=765 N = 21997Under 62
Years
(Nonelderly) PIan to

Stay
.83P

S
P

S
.85

N=398 N = I,790

Source: AAE Application, Certification, Enrollment, and Payments
Initiation Forms

Data Base: AII Enrollees (N = 7,381, excluding 71O undecided about moving
at the time of their enrollment)
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The table further shows. that enrollees who were eligible for high per-capita
subsidies tended to be more successful than those qualifying for lower amounts,

particularly among those planning to move. Again, because households with
elderly heads were in general eligible for higher per-capita subsidies--a
result of their relatively lower incomes and small average sir"I--the overaLl

success rate for elderly enrollees was increased.

Finally, Table A-1 shows littLe difference between the elderly and nonelderly,
oncg moving intentions and subsidy l-evel are held constant. fn fact, within
comparable cells of the table, the percentages of elderly and nonelderly
enrollees who became recipients are nearly identical-

Table A-2 presents the results from the log linear chi-squared partitioning
of the effects for predicting success from the various main and interaction
effects of expected subsidy, moving intentions, and age. From the table it is
clear that age, expected subsidy levels, and moving intentions influence the

probability of becoming a recipient. However, these effects are mainly addi-
tive, as evidenced by the good fit of the main effects model. There are no

interactive, age-dependent effects of either moving plans or expected subsidy

on the probability of becoming a recipient of a housing allowance.
:

Table A-3 shows that market tightness is another factor influencing enrollee
success, especially for enrollees planning to move. Enrollees planning to
move in tight housing markets were, not surprisingly, markedly less success-

fu1 than their counterparts in loose market areas. This effect is more

pronounced for the nonelderly than for elderly enrollees--a difference of 34

percentage points between the two market conditions for the nonelderly compared

to 15 for the elderly. This suggests an interaction between age and market

tightness, which is further tested in Table a-4.

Table A-4 indicates that the effect of market condition on the probability
of becoming a recipient of a housing allowance is in fact age-dependent.

This dependency becomes more clear in Table A-5, which is a collapsed version
of Table A-4. The elderly were noticeably more successful in tight markets

The formula for computing allowance payments was such that payments
were larger for families with smaller incomes (holding household size
constant) or largTer households (holding income constant).

I
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TABLE }.-2

CHI SQUARED PARTI?IONING, REDUCTION IN UNCERTATNTIES, AND EEST FIT?ING MODEL

FoR THE DATA OF ?ABLE A-I IN PREDICTING THE rOGiT OF SUCCESS IN BECODIII-G i. RECIPfENT

Tern x.2 o"f

Age by Recipient Status

Plovj.ng Plans by Recipient
Expected Subsidy by Recipient
Age by Moving Plans by Reciplent
Age by Expected subsidy by Recipient
Moving P]ans by Expected Subsidy by Recipient
Age by Moving Pl.ans by Expected Subsidy by Recipient

5r-

463

37

0

0

0

36r

69'

23r

05

0I
74

o2

I
1

t
1

1

I
1

Model X.
Uncertainr,y Reduction

v(y/x\

I4ain Effects Only 4.36** 0555

0570saturated Model

rr"30<p..50

Source: AAE Applicatj.on, Certification, Enrolhent, and Palroents Initiation ForEs

Data Basei AI1 Enrollees (N = 7,381, excluding 710 enrollees undecided about moving at the ti-me
of their enrollment)

?ABLE A-3

PROBABILfTY OF BECOMING A RECIPIENT OF A HOUSING ALLOWANCE

BY MARKET CONDITION, MOVING INTEMTION, AND AGE

4

Tight Housing Market Loose Housing !4arket

D
S

D 58 IJ

Plan to Move
N=237 N=24962 Years

and Over
(Elderly ) Dts 89

PIan Eo Stay
N=445 N=499

P
s

D's 4A

N = 2,346

82

N = 1,415
Plan to Move

Under 52
Years

9D 76

N = L,081

90
Plan to Stay

N = 1,107

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments Initiatr.on Forms, Site background data

Data Base: Al1 Enrollees (N = 7,381, excfuCing 7L0 enrollees undecideC about moving aE the
tine of their enrollnent)
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TABLE A.4

CHI SQUARED PARTTTIONING, REDUCTION IN UNCERTAINTIES, AIID BEST FTTTING
MODEL FOR THE DATA OF TABLE A-3 IN PREDICTING TIIE

LOGIT OF SUCCESS IN BECOMING A RECIPIENT

Term X2 Effect d.f

Age by Recipient Status

Moving Plans by Recipient

Market Conditions by Recipient
Age by Moving Plans by Recipient
Age by Market Condition by Recipient

Market Condition by Moving Plans by
by Recipient
Age by Market Condition by Moving
Plans by Recipient
*p < .001

56 " 90*

463 .89*

599.O21,

o.74

28.90*

19. 63*

2.06

t
I
I
I
1

I

I

Uncertainty Reduction
Model

Main Effects Only

ttlain Ef fects, Age by
I"larket Condition by
Recipient
Main Effects, Age by
Market by Recipient,
Market by Plans by
Recipient
Saturated Model

2

43.49t

14.59* *

3.07***

d.f.
4

u(

.1101

.1133

.TL46

.1149

3

2

*p < .oor
**.001<p<.01

***.30 < p < .50

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments Initiation Forms,
Site background data

Data Base: AIl Enro1lees (N = 7,381, excluding 7I0 enrollees undecided
about moving at the time of their enrollment)
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than the nonelderly. In loose markets there is no statistically meaningful

difference, although the nonelderly had a slightly higher success rate.

. TABLE A.5

PROBABTLITY OF BECOMfNG A RECIPIENT OF A HOUSING ALLOWANCE
BY MARIGT CONDITTON AIID AGE

Tight t"tarkets Loose Markets

EIderly
ns .735

N=683
"s

.837

N=748

Nonelderly
P= .558

N = 3,427

PS = .855

N = 21523

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments
Initiation Forms, Site background data

Data Base: All Enrollees (N.= 7,381, excluding 710
enrollees undecided about moving at the
time of their enrollment)

In Figure A-1 the logit of recipient status is plotted across leve1s of market

condition for the elderly and nonelderly. This procedure illustrates graphi-
cally the age-dependency of the effect of market condition on recipi-ent status.
Again, it is clear that the diffdrence between the success rates of the

elderly and the nonelderly depends to some extent upon market conditions, the

difference being most dramatic in tight housing markets.

The finding that elderly enrollees were more successful in tight markets is
rather surprising. Vilith possible physical and emotional limitations on their
ability to cope with the housing market, the elderly might be assumed to be

at a disadvantage in situations requiring a change of residence. Further, a

tight market situation might be expected to accentuate such disadvantages.

A possible explanation is offered by the accounts of on-site observers at
the AAE agencies. Some observers reported that landlords often regarded the

elderly as preferred tenants--in effect, that Iandlords tend.ed to discriminate
agai-nst the nonelderly. It may be, then, that the elderly enrollees' image

as more stable and. reliable tenants offset any physical or other limitations,
especially in tight markets where landl-ords could afford to be more selective.
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FIGURE A.1

INTERACTION OF AGE AND MARKET IN
ENROLLEES PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
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Tight
Market

AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments lnitiation
Forms, Site background data
: All Enrollees (N = 7,381, excluding 710 enrollees un-

decided about moving at the time of enrollment)

Loose

Market

It should be noted, however, that the pattern of greater elderly success

in tight markets is not entirely consistent within the AAE. Of the four
sites classified as tight market situations, three registered higher success

rates for elderly than for nonelderly movers, while in one (Springfield),
the nonelderly movers fared better. Among the four loose market sites, the

nonelderly movers were more successful in three, and the elderly very

slightly more successful in the fourth (Tulsa). Further research on this
point, with observations beyond those offered in the AA.E, would be required.

to disentangle the effects in a more conclusive fashion.

Table A-6 examines the last of the major variables, the level of services
offered to enrollees. It indicates that enrollees planning to move were

generally more successful in becoming recipients where the agencies offered
higher levels of services. There is little difference between the elderly
and nonelderly, particularly at the sites offering relatively high levels of
services, although there is some disparity between elderly and nonelderly
movers at low-service sites.
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TABLE A-6

PROBABILITY OF BECOMING A RECIPIENT OF A HOUSING ALLOWANCE BY
LEVEL OF SERVICE OFFERED, MOVING INTENTIONS, AND AGE

High
Service
Sites

Low
Service
Sites

D's.7LD's 64
Plan to Move

62 Years
and Over

(EIderly)

N=I54 N=332

PIan to Stay
.87

N=363

.86

N=582

,s
"s

P
S

.70P
S

N = I,297

56

N = 2,465
Plan to l'love

Under 62
Years

(Nonelderly) .83P
S

P
S

.83Plan to Stay

N=849 N = I,339

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Palzments Initiation Forms,
Site background data

Data Base: AII Enrollees (N = 7,381, excluding 710 enrollees undecided
about movinq at the time of their enrollment)

Table A-7 presents the statistical evaluation of the main and interaction
effects of services, age, and moving intentions on the probability of
becoming a recipient. It appears from these results that age and services
do not interact significantly in determining the success of enrollees. In
other words, services do not help the nonelderly significantly more or less

than they help the elder1y. There is a meaningful interaction effect be-

tween moving intentions, service level, and recipient status independent

of age. That is, those planning to move succeed more often in high-service
agencies, whereas service has no effect on success for stayers. These

effects are similar across age groups.
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TABLE A-7

CHT SQUARED PARTITIONING, REDUCTION IN UNCERTAINTIES,
AND BEST FITTING }4ODEL FOR THE DATA OF TABLE A.6 IN

PREDICTING THE LOGIT OF SUCCESS IN BECOMING A RECIPIENT

Term x2 Eff".t d.f

Age by Recipient Status

Moving Plans by Recipient

Service by Recipient
Age by Service by Recipient

Plans by Service by Recipient

Age by Plans by Recipient

Age by Plans by Service by Recipient
*p . .00I

64.88*

468.31*

62.L7*

2.59

20.28't

o. 04

1 .35

1

I
I
I
1

1

1

I"lodel- 2 d.f

Uncertainty
Reduction

(u(y/x)X

Main Effects Only

I"lain Effects, Plans by
Service by Recipient

Saturated Model

*p ' .oo1
**.50 < p < .7o

22.14r,

1..86**

4

3

.0596

.0619

.o62L

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments Initiation Forms,
Site background data

Data Base: AIl Enrollees (N = 7,381, excluding 710 enrollees
undecided about moving at the time of their enrollment)

The effect of supportive services can also be examined on an individual leve1,
using d.ata available from the Springfield agency. That agency kept record.s

as to which enrollees attended. voluntary information sessions and/or requested

individual assistance from agency staff. Table A-8 uses those data to classify
enrollees according to whether they received only the mandatory services
(information sessions that all enroll-ees were required to attend), or whether

they received additional help.
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TABLE A-8

PROBABILTTY OF BECOMING A RECIPIENT OF A HOUSING AILOWANCE
IN SPRINGFIELD BY AGE, SERVICE LEVEL, AND MOVING INTENTIONS

Under 62
Years

(Nonelderly)

62 Years
Above
(Elderly)

PIan to Move
P

S
.7 67

N=360

Ps .576

Received
Some
Voluntary
Service

N=33

P
S

N=I54

,s .938

N=32

844
PIan to Stay

.549 -47A
Plan to I'love

N=364 N=24

.786 -7A5
Plan to Stay S

N=173 N=56

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments Inj-tiation Forms,
Site background data

Data Base: ALl Enrollees in Springfield (N = 1,796; missing cases - 72i
enrollees undecided about moving at the time of their enroll-
ment are included with those planning to move because of small
numbers for elderly)

Consistent with the patterns observed elsewhere, enrollees planning to move

in Springfield were less successful than those planning to stay in their
preprogram units. However, enrollees planning to move were more successful

if they received some of the voluntary as well as the mandatory services.
(An interesting difference from the overall pattern is that more extensive

services were also associated with higher success rates for stayers, which

was not the case in the aggregate analysis. ) The effect of services for
movers is noticeably larger for nonelderly than for elderly enrollees.
Nonelderly movers receiving voluntary servj-ces were about 22 percentage

points ncre successful than those receiving mandatory services on1y, com-

pared to a gap of only 9 percentage points among the elderly.

,s P,
Received
Mandatory
Service
OnIy PP

S
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Statistical evaluation of the effects of age, service level, and moving

intentions on recipient status (based on the data from Table A-8) is pre-
sented in Table A-9. These results suggest that although there is no

difference between elderly and nonelderly with respect to the probability
of becoming a recipient of a housing allowance when aggregated over levels
of the other variables (service level and moving intentions), the inter-
action effect between moving intentions and age on succbss is statistically
important. Hohrever, the interaction ter:ms between age and services, and

a9e, services, and moving plans are not significant, indicating that
services did not differentially affect the elderly and nonelderly in
Springfield.

TABLE A-9

CHI SQUARED PARTITIONING, REDUCTfON IN TJNCERTAINTIES, AND
BEST FITTING MODEL FOR THE SPRINGEIELD DATA OF TABLE A-8 IN PREDICTING THE

LOGIT OF SUCCESS IN BECOMING A RECIPIENT OF A HOUSING AILOWANCE

Term X d.f .2

Age by Recipient Status
Moving Plans by Recipient
Service by Recipient
Age by Moving Plans by Recipient
Age by Service by Recipient
Servj-ce by lvloving Plans by Recipient
Age by Service by Plans by Recipient

**p < .001 *D 5

o.o2
39.52**
33.43**
4.37*
0.61
2.LO
2.20

< .0

I
I
1
I
I
I
t

Model- 2 d.f
Uncertainty Reduction

u(y/x)X

Main nffects Only

Main Effects, Age by Plans
by Recipient
Saturated Model

***.05<p<.10
****.20<p<.30

g . 51** rt 4

4.l4r.rcx* 3

0582

.0599

.0603

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments Initiation Forms,
Site background data

Data Base: A1I Enrollees in Springfield (N = l,L96i missing cases - L2;
enrollees undecided about moving at the time of their enroll-
ment are included with those planning to move because of small
numbers for elderly)
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SUMI,IARY

Overal1, elderly enrollees in the AAE were somewhat more successful than

their nonel"derly counterparts in becoming housing allowance recipien:s.
This difference was due in large part to the fact that elderly enrollees
much less frequently intended to move (and elderly recipients j-n fact
moved less), and all enrollees planning to stay in their preprogram units
vrere more successful than those planning to move. Further, the elderly
were, on the average, eligible for higher per-capita subsidj.es than the

nonelderly, because of their small average household, size and low average

incomei higher subsidies were associated with greater success in becoming

recipients among both elderly and nonelderly households.

There is some evidence that housing market conditions differentially affect
the success of elderly and nonelderly enrollees. Elderly enrollees planning
to move fared sr:bstantially better than nonelderly enrollees in tight housing

markets, contrary to expectations. while the nonelderly were somewhat more

successful in loose markets. This may indicate a discrimination in favor of
the elderly, who were reportedly viewed as Epre reliable and therefore. pref-
erable tenants. This pattern is not entirely consistent across AAE sites,
however, and the finding must be treated as tentative

Services did not differentially affect the probability that elderly or non-

elderly enrollees would become recipients. In both cross-site and single-
site analyses there were weak patterns. suggesting that senrices might help
nonelderly more than elderly movers, but the relationships were not statis-
tically significant in either case.
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II\ERODUCTION

This appendix presents the major findings of the special elderly survey con-
ducted as part of the Ad.ministrative Agency Experiment. Most of the topics
covered here are discussed in the body of this report, where special-survey
data supplements data from other AAE sources. Th5-s appendix presents in more

detail the responses of elderly participants to the special survey, as weII
as the sampling and field procedures used.

The elderly survey was administered in August L974 to eligiJole elderly appli-
cants, i-ncluding those applicants who never enrolIed, those who enrolled but
terminated before receiving a payment, and those who became recipients under

the housing allowance program. I'or sampling purposes, "elderly" households

were defined as those whose heads were age 62 or oId.er at the time of appli-
cation. Postpayment termj-nees were excluded. from the sample; this does not
substantially affect survey findings, since thi-s group would represent only four
percent of the final sample. A discussion of completion rates for applicants,
terminees, and recipients is included at the end of this appendix.

Of the 1,501 hbuseholds surveyed, 65 percent were enrollees who had received
at least one housing allowance payment, 13 percent enrolled but terminated
before receiving a payment, and 21 percent never enrolled. Since the analy-
sis of housing search problems and agency services is relevant mainly to
households enrolled in the progrErm, most of the following discussion excludes

respondents who never enrolled. When this group is subtracted, the sample

size becomes I,L82, of whcnn 83 percent are recipients and 17 percent are pre-
palment terminees. This distribution closely approximates that of the total
AAE elderty enrollee population.

The findings of the survey cover four main topics: housing search experiences,

supportive services, housing preferences, and reasons for nonparticipation.
Housing search experiences are irnportant because the viability of a housing

allowance program for elderly households depends partial-ly on whether they

cErn cope successfully with the private housing market. Since the elderly
often experience physical limitations, live on fixed incomes, and are reluc-
tant to move, it was suspected that searchingr for units might be more diffi-
cult for them than for the nonelderly. Surprisingly, the survey responses

indicate that most elderly households did not encounter great difficulties
in searching for housing.
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From the notion of special elderly problems in the housing market arises the
hlpothesis that elderly households would need more supportive services from

the agency than nonelderly households. This view was generally held by aqen-

cy staff, as discussed in Chapter 4 of the report. The survey indicat,es,
however, that elderly households did not need additional agency services.
Instead, the elderly tended to draw their support from friends and relatives
rather than from agency staff.

An analysis of housing preferences provides some background information on

whether a housing allowance program is a policy option suited to the current
housing situation and desires of the eIderIy. Although some elderly respon-

dents expressed preferences for housing situations not likely to be achieved

through such a progrErm, these were a minority.

The appendix includes a brief discussion of why elderly applicants did not
enroll and why enrollees terminated. Survey responses indicate that an un-

willingness to move to another unit was a major reason for nonparticipation.

The final section of this appendix briefly describes several issues that were

addressed in the survey but which are not presented in detail in this appen-

dix.
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HOUSING SEARCH EXPERTENCES

There are two major reasons why survey responses concerning such topics as

previous housing search experience, intensity of search, and problems en-

countered while searching are important to a discussion of elderly partici-
pation in the housing allowance program:

Previous studies have indicated that the elderly often have
difficulties in relocating to a new housing unit or neigh-
borhood. It would. therefore be reasonable to expect that
elderly participants in the housing allowance program would
encounter greater difficulties in finding new units than
would nonelderly households.

In the AAE in general, attempting to move decreased the
probability of receiving allowance payments, and is there-
fore an important issue regardless of age.

Findings from the elderly survey indicate that searching for new units was

not a problem for most elderly enrollees. Only a small proportion of the

elderly searched for new housing. Those elderly who did search had diffi-
culties similar to those of nonelderly searchers, such as problems in find-
ing affordable units and inability to pay movers or security deposits. Prob-

lems that might be associated with advanced age, such as lack of mobility,
did not emerge as particularly important"

Characteristics of Searchers

The analysis defines survey respondents as "searchers" if they indicated
either that they had moved or that they had looked.at units other than those

occupied at the time of the survey. (Sunrey data do not correspond com:

pletely to agency record.s: 13 percent of the respondents who said they did
not search were recorded as having moved. ) Since the survey inquired about

search experiences only of those respondents who stated that they had searched

or had moved, the sunrey definition of searcher is used in this discussion.

The following terms are used:

Searchers (N=30I). Respondents who said they had moved. or
seffid.

--Searchers Who Moved. (N=184). Respondents who said they
had moved.

--searchers Who Stayed (N=117). Respondents who said they
had looked at other units but did not move.
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Program Outccrnes

--Move (ll=227). Respondents who moved and became recipients,
according to agency records.

--g!gy. (N=753). Respondents who stayed and became recipients,
according to agency records.

--Terminate (N=202). Respondents who terminated, according
to agency records.

Table B-1 presents information on searching behavior in relation to program

outcomes. One-guarter of aII respondents searched, and of these 27 percent

terminated without becoming recipients. The termination rate for respondents

who did not search was much smaller, at 14 percent. About half of the enrol-
lees who searched and became recipients did so by moving, while the other
half stayed in their preprogram units.

Tahl-e B-2 shows the relationship between moving plans stated at enrollment,
reported searching behavior, and program outcomes.l O *rinf, proportion of
enrollees who planned to stay did not search, and did in fact become recip-
ients by staying in their original units. A small majority of respondents

who planned to move did report searching, and most of those who searched

became recipients by moving. However, 17 percent of respondents who origi-
nally planned to move becarne recipients by staying in their preprogram units.

Previous Housing Search Experience

Nnong the factors that might handicap households in their search is a lack
of experience in the housing market. For exanple, many elderly-headed house-

holds in the general population own their homes. If housing allowance par-

ticipants had only recently sold their homes and become renters, they might

be unfamiliar with the rental market and have difficulty in dealing with it.
Lack of recent housing market experience on the part of tong-term renters
might also hinder successful housing search. However, respqndents to this
survey did not appear to have had these initial d.isadvantages. Most respon-

dents had been in the rental market for ten years or more and had recently
moved.

The patterns in Table B-2 cast some doubt on the validity of the state-
ments of respondents who had initially planned to move but said they did
not search: according to agency records, over half of that group in fact
became recipients by moving. For other groups, however, the data from
multiple sources are generally consistent.

I
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TABLE B-I
PROGRAM OUTCOMES BY WHETHER RESPONDENTS SEARCHED

Searched
(N=301)

Did Not Search
(N=88I)

Move

Stay

Terminate

372

36

27

13C

73

L4

Source: AAE Payments Initiation and Termination Forms; Special Elderly
SurveY

Data Base: A11 Elderly Survey Respondents who enrolled in the housing
allowance program (N = 1,L82)

TABLE B-2

PROGRAM OUTCO},ES BY },IOVTNG PLANS AND BY

WHETHER RESPONDENTS SEARCHED

Plan to Move Plan to Stay Undecided

Searched
(N=175)

Did Not
Search
(u=160)

Searched
(N=93 )

Did Not
Search
(N=645)

Searched
(N=33 )

Did Not
Search
(N=75)

Move

Stay

Terminate

542

L4

32

56U

2L

23

9Z

73

18

2Z

88

t0

242

52

24

L7e"

56

27

Source: AAE Payments Initiation and Termination Forms; Special Elderly
Survey

Data Base: A11 Elderly Survey Respondents who enrolled in the housing
allowance program (N = 1,L82)
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Housing Tenure

Table B-3 presents information on the housing history of survey respondents.

Almost aII respondents were renters at the time they enrolled in the program,

although over half had previously owned their homes. The most common reasons

respondents gave for selling their homes in the past ten years were the large
size of the units, and the work and financial burden of maintenance.

Most of the elderly households surrzeyed had never lived in special housing

for the elderly or in public housing. However, of the 1,048 households who

had never lived in public housing, 28 percent had applied for it.

Recent Moves

Eighty-six percent of respondents had moved within the past ten years. Over

half of these had moved more than once (the average number of moves was three),
and half had lived in their current units for two years or less. Thus very

few of the eIderly respondents seem to have been severely inexperienced in
the rental housing market.

TABLE 8.3

HOUSING HIST"ORY OF ALL RESPONDENTS WHO ENROLLED

Percentage Renting at Enrollment
Percentage Previously Owning Homes

Reasons for Selling Home (those who moved from
own home within past ten years - l{ = 244)a

Too much work to maintain
Too expensive to maintain
Place was too large
Neighborhood changed
Forced relocation due to government action
Other reasons

982

55r

508
50
24

9
2

48

Source: AAE Enrollment Forms, Special Elderly Survey

Data Base: A1l Elderly Survey Respondents who enrolled in the housing
allowance prograrn (N = I rL82)

aRespondent could reply yes or no to each reason
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Eamiliarity with the Housing Market

Another factor which might lifiit successful housing search is familiarity
with only a limited geographic segment of the housing market. If elderly
households had never searched in other neighborhoods, then they might not
be aware of the range of housing opportunities available. The elderly sur-
vey indicates that a substantial number of participants had a rather limited
experience in the broader housing market: approxi-rnately half had never looked

for housing outside of their current neighborhood, while the other half had.

Search Methods

Table B-4 indicates how respondents had located the units they occupied at
the time of the survey. For respondents who had moved, the units had been

located after enrollment in the housing allowance program. For respondents

who had stayed, the current unit was the preprogrErm unit. For those who had

terminated, the current unit was in most cases the one occupied before con-

tact with the program, although some terminees reported that they had moved.

Many respondents, regardless of program status, located units through friends
or relatives. Newspapers were the second most comnon source of info:-ration.
The housj-ng allowance agency was said to be instrumental by 12 percent of the

recipients who moved, a substantially smaller proportion than the 63 percent

who relied on either friends,/relatives or newspapers.

Search Intensity

"Search intensity" is defined as the number of units visited by respondents

who searched for housing. Table B-5 relates search intensity to program

outcomes. Those who terminated seem to have been the most active searchers:
few of these looked only at one unit, and the average search intensity for
terminees, 8.2 units, was higher than that of searcher-recipients. Search-

ers who became recipients by moving looked at an average of 7.7 units, while 
,

searchers who became recipients by staying looked at an average of 4.8 units.-
These figures indicate that many elderly participants were able to carry out

a reasonably intensive housing search, despite any difficulties they may

have faced. Even those who ultimately became recipients without moving

One might hypothesize that the elderly would be l-ess mobile and would there-
fore look at fewer units. However, a survey administered to enrollees of
all ages at one agency (Jacksonville) indicated that elderly and noneld.erly
searchers there looked at a similar number of units.

I
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TABLE 8.4

HOW RESPONDENT LOCATED CURRENT UNIT
BY PROGRAM OUTCOI'{ESa

Move
(N=227)

Stay
(N=753 )

Terminate
(N=202)

Applied for Public Housing

Newspaper

ReaI Estate Agency

Neighborhood Bulletin Board

"For Rent" Sign on Building

Friend or Relative

Social- Worker

Housing Allowance Agency

3B 1eo 9Z

24

39

20 L7

11

3

4

0

4

0

6

0

10

48

II

54

2

3

0

0

3

I

I

4

6

0

1

5

0

L2

Knew People Who Formerly
Lived in Unit

Other

Donrt Know

Source: AA.E Payments Initiation and Termination Forms; Special Elderly
Survey

Data Base: All Elderly Survey Respondents who enrolled in the housing
allowance program (N = I rL82)

aRes;rondent could nerme more than one source
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\asle s-s
SEARCH INTENSITY BY PROGRAM OUTCOMES

Move
(N=111)

Stay
(N=I09)

Terminate
(N=81)

Percentage of searchers who
looked only at one unit

Percentage of searchers who
looked at more than one unit

34e"

65

35A

64

162

a4

I"lean Number of Units Visited 7.7 4.8 8.2

Source: AAE Payments lnitiation and Termination Forms; Special Elderly
Survey

Data Base: AII Elderly Survey Respondents who enrolled in the program
and said they searched for housing (N = 301)

considered several units, and the high average for terminees suggests that
there were few cases in which the housing search proved so difficult it had

to be quickly abandoned.

Search Problems

Central to a discussion of housing search experiences is the nature of prob-
lems encountered by respondents, as well as anticipated problems that might

have influenced their behavior. One might expect that the elderly would have

physical problems that impede housing search, problems such as arranging
transportation to look at units, or problems in finding units that meet

special housing needs. Table 8-6 summarizes search problems for respondents

who searched and also identifies the problems anticipated by respondents who

did not search.

Most respondents encountered or expected to encounter some problems. However,

the incidence of anticipated problems Ermong nonsearchers was somewhat higher
than the incidence of actual problems reported by searchers. For both EJroups,

the most freguently cited problem was finding a place that the respondent
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TEBI.E 8.5

SEARCB PROBLEI{S

t
t
I
t
t

Biggest Probla E(perienced
Sealchers

(N-301)

Biggest Problea Anticipated
Nonsealchers

(N-B8I)

c€peral Sarch ProbleEs

G€tting tr:ansportation alound the
.rr€a to look for a place

Finding the tlEa to look for a
place

Pindlng a place you liled and
could affold
Finding out rlrele there a::e places
available for rent
Gettj.ng sorone to help you look
for placeg

Not leeling u€ll enough to go
out .nd Look

Not b.Lng ablc to speak Englj.sh
veII
Not really knolring h@ to 90
a.bout looking for placea

No ProbIeE

5r

0

62

4

t

6

19

IIT

0

,:

4

3

9

I

6

TotaI 101r l00r

ProbleEs in Findirq a Unit that wass

A place big enough to hold you
furnitu!e
A place that rcuJ'al al1ow pets

A place in a neigh-borhood you liked
A place convsient to transportstion
A place close to your ralatives
A Place n€ar friends
A place convenient to shopping

A place close to a doctoE, clinic, or
hospital
A place convenient to places of rcrship
A plsce where all the r@E are on the
saDe floor
A place which you c.rn get lnto easily
frcu the street (elevator,/no stairs)
No ProbleEg

5t
7

13

4l
6

L7

II
7

2

L2

6

9

4

I
L2

3

I

L4

6

1I

1l

7

28

Total 101r r00r

Blggest Ploblen E:q)erienced
S€lchers Who !4oved

(N=184)

Biggest PrcbleD Antici'pated
Non8overs

(N-998)

!,lovinq Prcblers
Bleaking ttre lease on your old ptee
Packing and upacking your things
Iocating a nover

Paying for a nover

Paying a seculity deposit
Arilgirg for change of your Biling
address at the post office, Socj.al.
Secrity office, or getting the gas,/
electricity tuned on in you nes place

Buying furniture and household goods

Getting rid of furniture ald household.
goods

No Problels

0t
l5

4t
13

2

20

2A

3

7

10

2l

3

3

50

2

Total 99r I00r

Sorce: AAE ElrcllDent Foms. Special Elderly Suryey.

Data Base: All Eldelly Survey Respondents sho enrolled in the housing allowance progra (N-1,182)
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Iiked and. could afford. Sixty-two percent of searchers said that it was

their biggest problem. Fewer than 15 percent mentioned problems that might

logically reflect age-related physical limitations, such as special require-
ments for the location or characteristics of units. Transportation was a

problen for only 5 percent of searchers, but 11 percent of respondents who

did not search anticipated that it would be a problen. Not feeling weII
enough to look for unj-ts was a problem for 6 percent and 9 percent respec-

tively.
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SUPPORTI\E SERVICES

In the AAE generally, enroll-ees who tried to move to other housing units
utilized or needed services the most. Thirty-one percent of all elderly
enrollees said at enrollment that they planned to move (compared to 58

percent of noneld,erly households), and approximately one-quarter of the

elderly survey respondents said they had searched for housing. Since

there were fewer elderly searchers, one would anticipate that the elderly,
as a group, required fewer services. Ho\^rever, one might still expect that
the minority of elderly households who did search for housing would need

extra supportive services, since previous research indicates that the

elderly have special problems in relocating. In addition, it is possible
that elderly searchers received additional services at the initiative of
the housing allowance agencies, since agencies anticipated that the elderly
would have greater difficulties (see ChapLer 4 of this report).

However, survey responses do not support these assumptions. The services
for which elderly respondents indicated a need were similar to those desired
by nonelderly respondents.l Further, a reliance on friends and relatives
for help reduced elderly enrollees' requirements for agency support.
Elderly respondents were more likely than nonel-derly to indicate that they
received search assistance from friends and relatives rather than the
housing allowance agency.

The following discussion of services looks first at the types of services
provid.ed, by the housing allowance agency and by friends and relatives, and

second at enrollees' stated needs for additional services. Since the

elderly survey concentrated on assistance with housing search, the discus-
sion in this section also focuses on the searcher population.

Services Provided

Assistance to Searchers. Table B-7 summarizes the assistance provided to
enrollees who searched for housing. Agencies frequently provided respondents

with a list of available units: 31 percent of searchers who moved remember

being shown such a list by the housing allowance agency. Smaller proportions
of searchers who moved said that agencies made telephone cal-ls on their behalf

As recorded in the AAE's Second and Third Participant SurveysI
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to locate units and helped respondents deal with landlords. Fewer than 10

percent mentioned that they received transportation assistance. Although
35 percent stated that the agency provided no help, 75 percent of all
searchers who moved felt that the agency gave them the right amount of
search assistance.

Table B-7 also indicates the help offered by friends and relatives to
searchers who moved and to searchers who stayed. Responses from the two

groups are very sjmilar. Again, the assistance most freguently provided

was notifying the respondent of available units. However, a higher.propor-
tion of respondents reported that friends and relatives provided transporta-
tion assistance and helped respondents deal with landlords. Relatives and

friends were also instrumental in helping respondents make decisions.

TABLE B-7

HOUSING SEARCH ASSiSTANCE OFT'ERED BY FRIENDS OR

RELATIVES LND BY THE HOUSI}IG A:LOWANCE ACE]JCY

ttelp offered bya
Friends or Relatives

.a
HeJ-P Urlered 5y

the Agency

Searchers
who
Mor,/ed

( il=184 )

Searchers
who
Moved

(N= r84 )

searchers
who
Stayed

Told respondent
',rhe!e there were
available uni.ts

Drove respondent
around !o look
at Places

Helped responcient
deal with landlords

Helped respondent
nake decisions

Lent respondent
money to move

<aa

44

27

524

44

z4

Showed respondent a
Iist of places

Made telephone calls
to locate units on
behalf of respondent

Drove respondents around
to look at places

Looked at places on
hehalf of respondent

3Lr

1a

3834 I

9

L2
HeIped respondent d,eaL
with landlords

Proeided no help 35

Source: AAE Enrollment Forms, Special Elderly Survey

DaEa Base: AI1 Elderly Survey Respondents who enrolled in the progril and said Ehey
searched for housing (N = 301)

aRespondent answered "yes" or "no" to each tYpe of assistance listed.

5
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Assistance to AII Enrollees. Some agencies mad.e home visits to elderly
households. This was not, however, a much-needed service since only 15

percent of respondents (searchers and nonsearchers) said they had problems

getting to the agency.

Table B-8 presents an overview of respondents' problems and agency assistance

with rehabilitating housing units. OnIy 13 percent of the sample tried to
have units repaired, and of these, about half had problems. Although less
than half of enrollees who had repair problerns received agency help, those

who did were satisfied with the amount of assistance provided.

TABLE B-8

PROBLEMS AND AGENCY ASSISTANCE
IN REHABILITATING HOUSING UNTTS

N z

Number of Enrollees Who Tried to
Have Units Repaired by Landlords

As a percentage of all enrol-Iees

Number of Enrollees Who Had
Problems Getting Landlords to
Ivlake Repairs

As a percentage of all enrollees who
tried to have units repaJ-red by landlords

Number of Enrollees Who Received
Agency Help with Repair Problems

As a percentage of all enroLlees who had
problems getting landlords to make repairs

Nunrlcer of Enrollees Satisified
with Amount of Agency Assistance

As a percentage of all enroll-ees who
received agency help with repair problems

L57

79

34

29

13r

50

43

85

Source: AAE Enrollment Forms, Special Elderly Survey

Data Base: All EIderIy Sunzey Respondents who enrolled in the housing
allowance program (N = 1,L82)
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Assistance Needed

In the survey, al1 respondents who searched were read a list of potential
services and asked to indicate which they had needed but did not find avail-

'l

ab1e.- Table B-9 summarizes these responses for respondents who succeeded

in moving, stayed in their preprogram units, or terminated from the program.

TABLE 8.9

SEARCH ASSTSTANCE NEEDED THAT WAS NOT AVAfLABLEA

Move
(N=l1r)

Stay
(N=109 )

Terminate
(N=81)

Total
(N=301)

No additional service
Someone to look at places

Transportation assistance in
housing search'

List of available rental units
Housing search escort
HeIp in dealing with landlords
Interpreter
Help in arranging for mover

Assistance in packing and unpacking

Help with moving expenses

Assistance in buying,/se1ling
household goods

Assistance in changing address-
notifying utilities

64?'

7

54?.

7

38?

I8
542

10

18

23

9

8

1

8

L2

I5

13

L4

6

2

1

6

10

o

13

I9
6

4

t
6

L4

I6

31

40

16

2Z

0

15

L4

23

2

3

4

3

7

6

A

I

I

Source: AAE Payments Initiation and Termination Forms; Special Elderly
Survey

Data Base: A11 Elderly Survey Respondents who enrolled in the program
and said they searched for housing (N = 301)

a-Responses add to more than 100% because respondents could answer "yes"
to one or more services.

Some of the respondents mentioned services that were in fact generally
available at their agencies. The responses are taken to indicate that
the household did not receive the service mentioned, either because the
enrollee was not avrare of the avail-ability of the service or for some
other reason.
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As one might exPect, ttre group of searchers who terminated was most like]y
to desire additional services. Over sixty percent of all searchers who

terminated mentioned at least one additional service required, compared

with 36 percent of searchers who moved and 46 percent of searchers who

stayed. Furthermore, within most service categories, a higher proportion
of searcher-terminees stated a need for that service than did searchers
who.eittrer moved or stayed.

The service need most frequently mentioned by aII searchers was a list of
available rental units. AIso-important was transportation assistance. Again,

both housing lists and transportation were more frequently mentioned by

searchers who terminated than by searchers who either moved. or stayed.

Assistance with packing and unpacking was the one service mentioned by similar
proportions of movers, stayers, and terminees, but the proportion was under

15 percent in all groups.
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HOUSING PREFERENCES

Participation in the AAE was available only to renters in private, ponsubsi-

dized housing units. A series of questions in the survey was designed to
indicate whether such housing situations were satisfactory, or whether

elderly participants would have preferred other arrangements. Most elderly
households in the United States either own their homes or were previously

't

homeowners.- One might hypothesize that declining resources have forced

some elderly persons to sell their homes and move into rental units, but
their preference would continue to be for homeownership. In contrast,
other elderly persons might find it difficult to continue lj.ving independent-

ly and prefer instead a congregate living situation that would provide meals

and health care.

Survey responses indicate in general that the housing allowance program

suited the housing preferences of most elderly enrollees.' ,h"ir satisfaction
with their housing and neighborhood was high, preferences for housing situa-
tions not available through the housing allowance program were few, and

special housing features that are not easily obtained. on the private market

were not frequently required. If given additional income, most respondents

said they would not use it to improve their housing, but would spend it for
nonhousing purposes. These points are detailed in the following sections.

Housing and Neighborhood Satisfaction

Table B-10 indicates unit and neighborhood satisfaction Ermong respondents

who moved, stayed, or terminated. For movers, the unit and neighborhood

referred to are those to which they moved after enroll:nent in the housing

allowance programi for stayers, the table refers to the preprogram unit and

neighborhood; and for terminees, the table may refer to either the situation
at the time of enrollment or to a subsequent move. In general, there was a

Sixty-five percent of persons 65 and over live in households where the
head of household is over 65 and owns the housing unit. U.S. Department
of Housj-ng and Urban Developmen L, Older Americans: Facts About Incomes
and Housing, October 1973, p. L7.

Such preferences might be expected to depend in part on locaf housing and
neighborhood conditions. The AAE sites appear generally representative
of most urban areas in the United States, but do not incl-ude any extremely
large cities or completely rural program areas, where conditions might
differ somewhat. See Second Annual Report of the Adminis trative Asencv
Experiment Evaluation (Cambridge, Mass.: Abt Associates Inc., L974).

2
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high leve1 of satisfaction with both the unit and the neighborhood. However,

terminees were more dissatisfied than movers and stayers with both their
unit and neighborhood.

E1derly survey respondents had generally favorabfe impressions of their
current neighborhoods. Most respondents said that their neighborhoods had

nearby places of worship and people of similar background. Their neighbor-

hoods had a pleasant appearance and were safe and friendly. Some respond.ents

mentioned that their relatives did not live in the neighborhood, but over

half of those respondents did not feel that it was important. A few respon-

dents complained about neighborhood noise.

TABLE B-10

UNIT AND NEIGHBORHOOD SATISFACTION BY PROGRAM OUTCOMES

Move
(N=227)

Stay
(N=753 )

Terminate
(}{=202 )

Unit Satisfaction
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied Nor
Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied

Neighborhood Satisfaction
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied Nor
Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied

4

8

872 88r 672

5

27

78

5

16

aL

9

8890

A

7

4

5

Source: AAE Palanents fnitiation and Termination Forms; Special Elderly
Survey

Data Base: AIl Elder1y Survey Respondents who enrolled in the housing
allowance program (N = 1r182)
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Expenditure Choice

A further indication of the level of elderly participants' satisfaction with
their housing is provided by a question on how they would spend additional
income. If elderly households would generally use additional income to
improve some aspect of ttreir housing situation, this might indicate that the
program was not completely meeting their needs.

Table B-11 lists expenditure choices among elderly respondents. About one-

quarter of all respondents would use an additional $25.00 per month to pay

back medical bilIs, another guarter would put it in savings, and 17 percent

would increase their expenditures for food. Only 5 percent of all respondents

would use an additional $25.00 per month to move to a nicer apartment or
house, and 3 percent to fix up their current p1ace. These d.ata offer no indi-
cation that the choice of housing or the Ievel of subsidy available under the

AAE was unsatisfactory to many participating household.s.

TABLE 8.11

EXPENDITURE CHOICE

Suppose you won a contest which gave you an extra S25.00 every
month to add to your present income, and you could only spend
it on one of the things on this list, which one would you
choose to spend it on?

Save it up for a vacation
Move to a nicer apartment,/home

Fix up this apartment,/home

Buy better guality or more varieties of food

Buy things for the house like furniture or a
new T.V.

Save it for a rainy day

Use it for extra spending money to buy little
things for yourself and others, or go to the
movies or out to eat or things like that
Pay back medical bills or take care of medical
or dental- things you couldn't afford before

Multiple Response

Don't iGrow

.05

.05

.03

.L7

.04

.24

.11

.27

.01

Source: AAE Enrol-lment Forms, Special Elderly Survey

Data Base: A11 Elderly Survey Respondents who enroll-ed in the
housing allowance program (N = 1,L82)
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Housing Choice

Tab1e. B-12 presents survey responses concerning three housing situaLions
not generally available under the housing allowance program. The first is
public housing. According to program regulations, housing allowance partici-
pants could not Iive in public housing, although agency staff indicated that
in some cases public housing seemed more suited to the needs of elderly
participants. Horrever, only 8 percent of all respondents preferred public
housing.

TABLE B-I2

HOUSING PREFERENCES

Percentage

Public Housing

Private Housing

No Preference,/Dontt Know

8a

82

10

Live With Own Age Group

Live With All Age Groups

No Preference/Donrt Know

28

52

20

Live Where Meals Were Provided
in Central Dining Room

Live Where Meals Were Not Provided

No Pref erence,/Dontt Know

35

56

9

Source: AAE Enrollment Forms, Special Elderly Survey

Data Base: A11 Elderly Survey Respondents who enrolled in the housing
allowance program (N = 1,L82)

The second situation is age-segregated housing. Most multifamily housing

that is restricted to elderly households is subsidized either by local housing

authorities or by HUD, and was therefore usually excluded from the range of
housing choices available to AAE participants. Some age-segregated housing

is unsubsidized, but such housing is frequently built with congregate dining
facilities and often operated as condominium developments. It is thus

excluded either by the rental requirement or by the need to have a complete

kitchen in each unit which was generally one of the housing-quality require-
ments. Thus, most age-segregated housing was in effect excluded from the

to2



housing allowance program. This does not appear to conflict with
the housing preferences of most elderly respondents, although some 28 percent

of the respond.ents did say they preferred living exclusively with their own

age group

A third question concerned whether respondents preferred to live where meals

were provided in central dining rooms. Thirty-five percent of respondents

indicated a desire for such an option. However, while central dining rooms

and complete kitchens are not unknown in the same private multifamily
project, the combination is rare. A substantial minority of respondents

thus indicated some preference for a situation not likely to be achieved

in the AAE-

Special- Housing Needs

Most private rental housing does not provide special features for the elderly
such as grab bars in the bathroom, specially-designed kitchens, or ramps

leading into the building--features which are intended to compensate for the
physical limitations of some elderly persons. Forty-five percent of elderly
respondents reported physical problems which made it difficult to get around,

but few were unable to leave their homes or were confined to wheelchairs.
(As mentioned in Chapter 2 of this report, the types of physical problems

reported by elderly respondents seem reflective of those present in the

elderly population in general.)

Table B-13 indicates the special housing needs of elderly respondents. Over

half reported they had no problems that limited their mobility. Of those

respondents who mentioned, mobility problems, the special housing features

most frequently cited were those of having all the rooms on the same floor
or not having many stairs to cl-imb" About one-third of the sample mentioned

one or the other of these features. Less than 5 percent said that their
current units had grab bars, ramps, or specially designed kitchens or bathrooms.

Since many units which have all the rooms on one floor or do not require climb-

ing many stairs are supplied by the private rental market, these frequently
expressed needs were not incompatible with the program.
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TABLE B-13

SPECIAL HOUSING NEEDS OF ELDERLY RESPONDENTS

Percentage

Need to live in a place where all the rooms
are on the same floor

Need to live in a place where there are not
many stairs to climb

372

36

Special facilities of current unit:
Grab bars

Ramp outside unit
Specially-designed kitchen
Specially-designed bathroom

No mobility problems 55

Source: AAE Enrollment Forms, Special Elderly Survey

Data Base: AII EIderIy Survey Respondents who en-rolled in the housing
allowance program (N = 1,L82)
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REASONS FOR NONPARTICIPATION

The elderly survey provides some information on why selected applicants
.I

never enrolledr- and why some enrollees'terminated voluntarily prior to
receiving a payment. Principal among the reasons for attrition among

elderly households was a desire to stay where they were currently living.
This tendency is also reflected in both the moving plans of elderly enroll-
ees and the actual moving behavior of elderly recipients (as discussed in
the body of this report).

Applicants Never Enrolled

Of the 319 elderly survey respondents who never enrolled, 35 percent remem-

bered being offered the opportunity to enroll-. Since 56 percent of these

respondents had actually been selected for enrollment, it is clear that
many of them either never received notification of their selection or had

forgotten about it in the months that intervened between selection and the

survey.

Table B-14 lists the reasons given by selected applicants for not enrolting.2
The reason most frequently mentioned was a desire not to move. Also impor-

tant were respondentsr preferences for subsidized housi.ng and their fear
that the program woul-d change or end.

However, applicants continued to have a favorable attitude toward the program.

Sixty-four percent said they would reapply.

Enrollees Terminated Before First Payment

Most enrollees who termj-nated did so voluntarily, either on their own or

after consul-tation with the agency. of the 71 respondents who said the agency

decided to terminate them from the program, almost three-fourths remembered

being told why, and the most frequent reason was exceeding the 90-day time

limit for meeting the housing quality requirement.

Table B-14 summarizes the reasons for which enrollees terminated voluntarily.

Eighteen percent said that they terminated because they thought they woufd

have to move and did not want to, and another 15 percent because they thought

they would have to move and could not do so.

In a1l- other sections of this appendix, the data from elderly survey
respondents who never enrolled are excluded from discussion.
Only those respondents who remembered being selected for enrollment were
asked why they had not enrolled.

r05
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TABLE B-14

REASONS WHY APPLICANTS NEVER ENROLLED AND

REASONS WHY ENROLLEES TERMINATED VOLUNTARILY

a

Selected
Applicants
Who Never
Enrolled

(N=1I2)

Enrollees Who
T€rminated
Voluntarily

(N=I24)Reason

Illness or Poor Health

Wanted to Stay in or Ivlove to
Subsidized Housing

Thought Enrollment Necessitated
Moving and...

Thought Enrollment Meant the
Landlord. Would Have to Make
Repairs and...

Respondent Did Not Want to
Ask the Landlord

Respondent Could Not Get the
Landlord to Do So

Thought Benefits From Other Programs
Wou1d Be Reduced

Afraid Program Would Change Or End

Other Reasons

5* 9%

13

12

46

6

Respondent Did Not want to Move 22

Respondent Could Not Move

18

15

I

3

4

1

5

2

7

46

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Termination Forms; Special
Elderly Survey

Data Base: Elder1y Survey Respondents who remembered being selected for
enrollment but never enrolled (N = 112); Elderly Survey
Respondents who enrolled and terminated voluntarily (N = 124)

aRespondents cou1d answer with more than one reason.
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SURVEY ETELD PROCEDURES

AAE Interryiews and Evaluations

For all interviews and housing evaluations, certain- basic procedures were

esta-blished- These were followed at all sites and, were monitored for con-
sistency and quality.

Interviewers \iiere instructed not to interview anyone who
was in a hospital or nursing home.

Respondents received a $5.00 cooperation payment for the
interview and $5.00 if they were selected for and agreed.
to a housing evaluation.

Interviewers visited respondents without an appointment
only if respondents did not have. telephones or could not
be reached by telephone.

Letters requesting the respondent to call the interviewer
were left at the homes of respondents when interviewers
and housing specialists visited and found no one at home.

Interviewers were instructed not to offer opinions or
answer any questions about the Experimental Housing A1-
Iowance Program. Respondents were told to call the local
EHAP agency if they had any questions about the program.

An interview was completed before a housing evaluation
was performed by a trained inspector.

Supervisors validated 2O percent of each interviewerrs
and evaluatort s work.

The Special Elderly Su:rrey

Interviews for the special elderly survey were conducted by subcontracted in-
terview personnel under the supervision of the evaluation contractor. The

field service organization whi-ch conducted the AAE participant interviews was

also used for Lhe special elderly survey.

Before beginning the survey, field supervisors received a package of prepara-

tory materials. Included were:

A set of supervisorsr instructions which explained the
purpose and background of the study and described how
interviews were to be conducted.

A training manual for each interviewer giving an over-
view of EHAP, details of the AAE, and specific instruc-
tions on conducting the special elderly survey.
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Sampling control sheets containing the respondentrs iden-
tification number, and the nElme, address, and telephone
number of the head of the household.

Field supervisors were responsible for briefing and training all interviewers,
using material-s and instructions provided by the evaluation contractor. It
was also the supervisorsr responsibility to review completed interviews.

After one week of interviewing, evaluation contractor staff conducted obser-
vations of interviews at all sites. An attempt was made at all sites to ob-

serve every interviewer conducting one interview. It was found that-the
interviewing was in general of high quality; in only one case was it neces-

sary to disnriss an i..nterviewer.

SPECIAI EIDERL.Y HOUSING EVAIUATIONS

As part of the special elderly study, the evaluation contractor performed

housing evaluations of a sample of elderly survey respondents' units. The

housing evaluations were conducted in August 1974 and therefore included

units occupied by households in varying stages of participation. This de-

sign was intended to provide "preview" data on elderly housing circumstances

before the regular AAE housing evaluations were available. Because the later
data set is now available, and because it allows comparisons of elderly and

nonelderly participants, it is used exclusively in this report.
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ELDERLY SURVEY AND HOUSING EVAIUATION COMPLETION RATES

Tables B-I5 and 8-16 indicate completion rates for the elderly survey and the

housing evaluations. Sunrey completion rates were generally of an acceptable
level given the mobility of the population surveyed. Surveys with recipients
were understandably completed at a higher rate. Completion rates for housing

evaluations were less satisfactory for applicants who had not been selected for
enrollment and enrollees who had terminated because their refusal rates were

rather high. Table B-17 shows the age distribution of elderly respondents.

rABLE B-I5
SUR\TEY SAMPLE SIZES AND COMPLETION RATES

Number of
Surveys
Assigned

Surveys Completed

N g" of Assigned

Applicants who never enrolled
Enrollees rvho terminated

Recipients

534

320

1, 08O

319

2L8

964

60

68

89

Total L,934 1, 50r 78

Source: AAE Application, Palzments lnitiation, and Termination Forms;
Survey Records

Data Base: A11 Elderly Eligible Applicants (N = L,966, excluding recip-
ient households who terminated prior to August L974')

TABLE 8-16

HOUSING EVALUATION SAMPLE AND COIT,IPLETION RATES

Housing
Evaluations

Assigned

Housing Evaluations Completed

N % of Assigned

Applicants who never enrolled

Enrollees who terminated

Recipients

L97

t28

386

105

74

320

53

qR

83

TotaI 7Ll 493 70

Source: AAE Application, Paluments Initiation, and Termination Forms;
Survey Records

Data Base: Sample of Special Elderly Survey Respondents (N = 7I1)
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TABLE B-]7

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF ELDERLY SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Program Status

Age
Total

(N=1,496)
Applicants

(N=319 )

Recipients
(N=97 5 )

Terminees
(N=202 )

64 years and under

65-7 4

75-84

85 years and over

168

53

26

222

54

20

148

28

7

53

445

15r

53

24

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, Payments Initiation, and Termination
Forms; Special EIderIy Survey

Data Base: A11 Elderly Survey Respondents (N = 1,501; missing cases - 5)
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CASE STUDIES OF ELDERLY PARTICTPANTS

As part of -the evaluation of the Administrative Agency Experiment, a trained
observer resided at each of the eight sites for the first year of operations.
Although the observers' main responsibility was to record information on

administrative procedures and operations, each observer conducted a series
of in-depth interviews with a few participants in the program. The interviews
involved. several visits with the participants during the course of the year.

And after a year away from the sites, the observers went back for a brief
visit which generally included a last interview with the participants.
Material from these interviews makes up the brief case studies presented

here. Each study describes the experiences of one household participating
in the AAE, although names and some other details have been altered to main-

tain confidentiality.

The case studies provide a useful perspective on several patterns noted in
the main body of the report. None of the three participants sought out the

housing allowance program as a means of improving their housing. Only one

of the three moved, and that move was required because the preprogram unit
would. not meet the agency standard,. A11 three saw the reduction in rent
burden as the main benefit of the program. Perhaps most interesting, the

case studies help shed light on the conflict between agency staff opinions

that elderly participants had more need for supportive services than the

nonelderly and survey data indicating that the elderly on the average

received somewhat fewer services. In all itree cases, the Program partici-

pants received substantial assistance from sources outside the agency, and

r-n two cases it seems likely that participation would have been impossible

without that support. Like the report, the case studies suggest that a

substantial numlcer of elderly persons could participate successfully in a

housing allowance or similar rent supplement program
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GERALD AND LYDIA HARTWICK

"We'te not poor peopTe \le're just short of funds."

After three years of living on retirement income, the Hartwicks see them-

selves as members of the "mainstream" of American society who have met "hard
times." They cite high medical expenses, increased food prices, and the
general state of the economy for their financial difficulties. "ff the
economy had stayed where it was twenty years aEJo, we'd be in darn good

shape nowr" Lydia Hart'vsick remarks.

Originally from Muskogee, a town not far from Tu1sa, the Hartwicks have

lived in several Oklahoma towns and cities. Gerald was a field accountant
for a construction company and had to "go where the job was." Their longest
continuous stay was 16 years in Tulsa. There they owned and became much

attached to a "lovely three-bedroom brick house." When Gerald was trans-
ferred, they had sold it, thinking they probably would not be sent back to
Tu1sa. However, Gera1d was transferred back to that city in 1970; he re-
tired there in L972.

Upon thei.r return to Ti:lsa, the Hartwicks decided to rent a house. "We

were too o1d to own a homer" Lydia explains. "When you're older, you don't
want a neighborhood with a lot of kids or a large back yard. Itrs too hard

to keep up a yard. And we didnrt want to saddle our kids with house palments

after we t re gone. 'l

The house they eventually decided.upon was small and located in a middle-
income area close to where they had lived for 16 years. They liked the
familiarity of the nelghborhood and had sought it out. The rent was $130

per month, plus utilities. For this, they got six rooms and a bath. Since

Gerald retired, the llartwicks have been living on an annual income.of about

$3,000, a combination of Social Security and a small pension from the company.

The Hartwicks read about the housing allowance program in a newspaper article.
They didn't think at first that they would gualify. "I was sure it was for
the colored people," Mr. Hartwick says. But he felt they needed assistance,
since they were barely coping financially. Lydia had injured her back and

had also suffered a heart attack two years before. Because she was under

60, she was not eligible for Medicare. Their health insurance covered some
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of the medical and hospital bills, but they had used most of their savings

in paying the rest

Neither of the Hartwicks had ever considered applying for. public assistance.

"If a person can work, therets no reason why he shouldnrtr" Mr. Hartwick

says. "Leave food stamps to those who need them." The Hartwicks do not

view the HAP as welfare. "This is just a rent supplement program, to help

us with our rentr" Mr. Hartwick explains. To his mind, he deserves this
program because he had been a good citizen and had paid his taxes.

On the day the apptication center opened, Gerald drove to the HAP office.
He explained that he was "curious about this HAP deal," and that he had

never "signed up for anything before in my life." He remembers that he was

the very first person to apply for the new program and that, unlike some of
the other people who came into the office, he had no trouble with the appli-
cation form.

Three weeks after Gerald applied, the Hartwicks were notified that they had

been selected. Their first "enrollment" interview was held a month later,
in October, L973. The counselor came to their house and explained the pro-
gram to them. As they recal1, the counselor presented everything clearly,
and they had few questions. She had reassured them that the program was

intended to help people like themselves. By participating in the experiment,

she explained, they were actually helping the government.

The Hartwicks decided to remain in the same house. Later in the month, the

counselor returned for a second, or "counseling," session and to perform

the inspection. The meeting was very short. The counselor found that the

house was in excellent condition. All that was required was the installation
of a pressure relief valve on the hot water heater.

Gerald contacted the landlord personally, as he saw no reason why he should

rely on the counselor to do what he could do for hirnself. The landlord
readily agreed to participate in the program--a surprise to the Hartwicks.

However, they realized that they had been good tenants and felt that the

Iandlord probably didn't want to lose them.

Although the Hartwicks were pleased to get the extra financial help from the

HAP they were bothered by a few things. First, ttreir landlord had raised

their rent $I0 per month. Although he assured them that he had been planning
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to do this anyway because of an increase in property taxes, Gerald recalled
that the old lease had had four more months to run. "He got us for $40,"
he concluded.

Gerald had also understood from the original newspaper article that they

might receive as much as $80 or $90 in rent payments. He now says, "If I
had known the palzment was going to be only $54, I probably wouldn't have

gone down to the office."

Finally, he would have preferred to have the checks come a few days before
the end of the month, so that he could pay the rent on time. As it is, he

has to endorse the two-party HAP check and mail it along with the balance

to the landlord. Since the Hartwicks receive the check on the first, they

are always a few days late with the rent.

Gerald plays golf regularly and also gets exercise by doing yard work. From

time to t,ime, however, he thinlcs about moving to an aparLment, where he

wouldn't have to do quite so much. Lydia, for her part, occupies herself
by working jigsaw puzzles and cleaning an already spotless house. It was

so clean that the Hartwick's counselors noted on an inspection form,

House is very well kept, very clean. Yard is in excellent
condition.... [They] have maintained the home in the best
condition I have seen since starting the program.

Inside of the house, the only flaw appears to be a sma1l patch of peeling
paint in the corner of one bedroom. The landlord had promised to fix this
but somehow never goL around to it.

Although the Hartwicks spent a very guiet first year in the HAP program, it
was not without its anxieties. Early in 1974, they received a letter ex-

plaining that the TURA subcontract had been terminated.l Like many partici-
pants, they did not understand the relationship of the HAP agency to TURA

and feared that the program had been cancelled. They were assured that
this was not the case. In JuIy, Gerald again called to find out if the

program was affected when an article entitled "HAP NO ANSViER HERE" appeared

in a 1ocal newspaper.

The Tulsa agency had subcontracted counseling to the Tulsa Urban Renewal
Agency (TURA).

I
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Increased medical bills for Lydia, and funeral bills after the death of
Gerald's mother that sr:.urrrer, meant that the Hartwicks' financial status
again deteriorated. Gerald wanted to take a part-time job selling buckets

of golfballs at the local driving range, but feared that the additional
$40 per week would reduce his housing allowance palzment. Further, his
Social Security benefits had been raised and they both worried that this
too would mean a decrease in their housing allowance, once it was time for
annual recertif ication.

Another concern was that the landlord might raise the rent again. Gerald

said that he would refuse to pay the increase. He had begun to think of
moving to an apartment,. He had considered this before, but Lydia's argu-

ments agrainst this had prevailed. She did not like the noise and lack of
privacy that apartment living entailed. There were also the moving expenses

to consider, she had said. Both of them were adamant that they would never

move to an apartment in an elderly housing project. Gerald was especially
emphatic:

I know a fe11ow who lives in one of them. Hers never clean
and he drinks all day . . . . There's a dj-fference between
"poor" and "trash." I just dontt care to associate with
trash. Irve got some pride.

By the end of their first year of participation, the Hartwicks had few reser-
vations about the program. They did feel that their rent had been raised
as a result of HAP and wondered if they could continue to pay the new rent
once the program was over. Both felt that their payment should not be re-
duced if Social Security benefits were increased: "You don't get anlnvhere

that wayr" one of them pointed out. Both also felt that more programs

should be directed toward the elder1y. fn particular, they felt that the

elderly should have special health care privileges that reduced the price
of prescription medicines for them. Lydia noted, wittr a trace of bitter-
ness, "Werre not able to save money, with prices so high and medical bills."

Epilog

The site observer visited the Hartwicks in January t 1975, and again in May

of the sarne year. They had been recertified the previous October. As they

had expected, their palment was reduced. Social Security benefits had gone

up to $305, which meant that the HAP payment was now $46. On the positive

side, the rent had not been raised after all.
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Just before the January visit, the Hartwicks had, received a letter from the

agency which said that they would continue to receive housing assistance

benefits after the end of the two-year experimental period. Gerald called
the agency and asked what it all meant.

The counselor explained that HAP would show them three houses at the end of
two years. They would have to choose one of the three. The government would

Iease the house from the landlord and be responsible for its maintenance.

The Hartwicks felt that, if it could possibly be arranged, they would prefer
to remain where they were, but they were sure that the landlord would not

agree to a lease with the goverrunent. They were also concerned that the

three houses might not be in neighborhoods where they would want to 1ive.
Mr. Hartwick was concerned about "the colored" in some parts of town.

The counselor assured them that houses would be available all over the city,
and they could choose an apartment if they liked. Gradually, they came

around to the idea of apartment living.

By May, their plans had changed. Their elder son had accepted a position
with his company in London, England. He wanted to invest the money he re-
ceived from selling his Louisiana house, and thus proposed to buy a place

for his parents

The house he eventually chose was all brick and had three bedrooms. It also
had central air conditioning and a two-car garage. The Hartwicks acknowledged

that, if it were up to them, they would have taken a less expensive home.

Since it was their son's investment, however, they wouLd do whatever he

Iiked.

The Hartwicks said they had considered turning down the offer of the house

because they didn't like the thought of their sonrs buying it for them.

"We haven't asked our boys for a thing," they said. But they realized that
they would be helping Jim by taking care of his investment

They were happy at the thought of their new house. "Wetll be able to fix
up the house and yard the way we want them." Lydia said.

Her husband added, "We'Il also be able to start planning for the future and

saving money again."
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THAD BOSTON

"Evergthing is different now..."

Thad Boston is a 7l-year'old black man. He is barely five feet tall and

looks slightly shrunken in his baggy trousers and wrinkled cotton shirt.
He squints through his glasses and rubs his palm over his bald head now

and then when he is trying to recalI something. He says that he often feels
confused these days. He is getting older and, in the last few years, life
has changed a great dea1. He spends most of his time taking care of his
sister and thinking about the old days when his wife was alive and he worked

at the sausage factory. Sometimes he just can't remember details. "I don't
know about that--you'll have to ask my niece Trudyr" he often says. When

Thad talks to visitors, he sits next to the picture window and occasionally
peers around the heawy drapes to watch the street outside.

He lives with his older sister Gladys. They have always been close to one

another, and when she got sick about three years ago, he agreed to move in
with her to help. She is dying of cancer, and Thad feels he should take

care of her as long as possible. Each d,ay, he gives her medicine and tries
to make her feel comfortable. He also prepares their meals and carefully
cleans the apartment.

I pick up in the morning and then do a 1itt1e dusting. I
do the wash, too--everything except the sheets and towels.
Gladys' daughter Trudy washes them every couple of weeks.
I don't have no washing machine. You know, you can get-
things clean in the sink. You just have to rub the dirty
spots a little harder.

The rest of the day is spent doing a few errands, watching TV, or sitting
by the window.

Although he watches the neighborhoodts activities regularly, he rarely talks
to anyone. He is black and feels that his white neighbors avoid him. They

won't speak to him at the bus stop or on the street. "I donrt like the

people around here anyway. WeI1, maybe they're all right, but I know they

don't like having black folks around. So I just set here. I've got an air
conditioner, and I can stay cool as a cucumber." Thad keeps all the drapes

drawn and rarely opens the doors or windows. "You never know who's looking
through them windowsr" he says. The house has a heavy, musty odor in spite
of his thorough housework.
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Thad and Gladys moved to this apartment three years ago. Thadrs former

Iandlady had sold her rooming house, and he had had to leave when the new

- ovrner began to renovate the building. Trudy found them a two-bedroom unit
in a one-story brick d.uplex built about six years ago. The apartrnent is
spacious and modern. New copper-colored appliances have been installed in
the kitchen, and the floors were refinished before they moved in. The rent
is reasonable--$95 a month.

However, the building is unusual for the neighborhood. lilost of the other
houses are single-family, wood-frame homes that were built about thirty
years ago. They have large yards with some full-grown trees and bushes.

Thad and Gladys's home is built on a gravel plot. No landscaping has been

done, and the open cement block stoop is not an inviting place to sit. Thad

misses the yardwork that he could do at his other apartments. "I like to
work in the soi1. f used to do that all the time at my other place. Here

you can't plant anlnrrhere. But I guess the damn kids would only wipe it out. "

Some aspects of Thadrs life are not very clear to him. He is not sure where

he gets his income or how the bills are paid. "I get two checks each month

from.the government, but I don't know why. You'd have to ask Trudy aJcout

that. And then there's the check with the tree on it.I I give that to
Trudy. She cashes it and pays the rent."

Thad tries to recall how he heard about the housing allowance program. After
reflecting for a moment, he decides that he heard about it on the radio some-

time in the faII of \973. "They said something about a new housing program

for the elderly,' O,ra I thought there was a gimmick. And I couldn't be

bothered with welfare. "

A few days after the radio program, Trudy mentioned that she had read. about

housing allowances in the paper. She wanted to apply herself and was sure

that Thad and Gladys could qualify, too. "I told her f didn't want to be

bottrered, but she could do what she wanted. She brought me some papers to
sign, and that was it. That must have been in Novemlcer."

Durham EHAP used a tree as a logo on its stationery and allowance checks

EHAP did not advertise on the radio until December. He may have heard a
discussion ahout public housing instead.

1
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Thad says he never visited the EHAP office. He doesn't recall an enroIl-
ment session or any discussion with a counselor. He doesn't rernember the

lease and assumes that Trudy must have arranged'it with the Iandlord. "I
do remember that two white ladiesl came to my house and asked if they could

Iook around. I let them in, and they poked here and they poked there. I
guess they wanted to make sure the house was clean. Then they said my

place had passed. I guess that meant it was okay."

By Febrrrary, L974, the allowance checks began to arrive.

f get $63 a month, and I pay $95 for rent plus some more
for utilities. Sure, I like getting the money. Lord
knows I do. But I don't need it. We have what we need.
I got my sister insured. We don't pay no doctor bills.
And Irm healthy, thank the Lord. Once in a while, my
arthritis gets to me, but I just put a heating pad on my
arm and it gets better. Werre not eating too much these
days--especially her. [He nods towards Gladys's room.]
And I don't go out hardly at all.

His only complaint, about the program is that "people keep pestering me

about housing. I don't know who's been here. Lots of people. Always

asking me what I think about this and that. I teII them I don't know

anything, but they still ask. Can't them folks understand and leave me

alone? " 
2

His attention is diverted by the doorbell. It is the insurance agent, who

has come to collect the $10 monthly premium for Gladys's healLh insurance.

The man tries to be friendllz, but Thad just looks at him dulI1r as he gets

out the money. "She'll be gone soon, but I expect I'11 be here. She ain't
got too long to go now." As the agent leaves, Thad remarks, "You know,

that extra money from the housing program means I can keep up her insurance.

Thatisahelp,Iguess."

Thad prefers to talk about the past. He sits back in his armchair and

clasps his arms around his smalI body. His eyes close, and he thinks about

the earlier days of his life. He speaks slow1y, and his drawl becomes more

pronounced.

It is not cl-ear whom he remembers. The agency inspector usually did the
inspections, but counselors occasionally did them as we1l.

Thad may have been interviewed several tj-mes by the evaluation contractor.

I
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Thad grew up just east of Durham. His father was a tenant farmer who helped

the farm owner raise livestock and grow vegetables. As soon as Thad was old
enough, he joined his father and his brothers and sisters in the fields. He

wore his brothers' clothes until he was o1d enough to share his fatherrs.
Recalling those days, he whispers, "Sure, we was poor. But we had warmth,

and we was thanl<ful to the Lord for his blessings. There was plenty of food,

clothes to cover us and a decent roof over our heads. I had seven brothers
and sisters. We took care of each other."

In 1918, Thadrs father decided to take the family to the city. Some of his
relatives had settled in Durham, and urged him to move there too. He hoped

that he and his older sons could earn more money in town and that the young

children could go to school. Thad was fifteen at the time. He looked for
work and found several short-term jobs. Within a year, he had Iocated a

steady position as a meat cutter at a loca1 processing p1ant. "My daddy

was real proud of me. I was making eight dollars a week, and that was real
good money in those days." He also liked the work, and stayed at the same

job until he retired in 1966. "I liked being able to cut fast and neat.

It got so I didntt have to think about what I was doing. I could just Iet
my mind wander anywhere I wanted it to go."

Thad lived with his family until he was 22. During those years, his father
carefully saved his money to buy a house. Some of Thad's earnings were

used for the mortgage payments. "My daddy really wanted his own house. He

didn't want people telling him what to d.o in his home. I didn't mind helping
him out. Wasn't much else to do with the money anyuray."

In 1925, he met his future wife, Sarah, at one of the socials given by the

A.I4.8.1 church d,own the street. A year later, they got married and moved

into a little apartment near his family.

She was a goo{ woman. She cooked and cleaned tilI the day
she died. Never complained about nothing. Never said a
bad word about anybody. She'd get up every Sunday and go
to church. I hardly ever went with her, though. I was
always too tired to listen to some preacher whooping and
hollering up in the pulpit. She used to tell me, "Thad,
you got to go to church. The Lord is sure disappointed
in you." But I didn't have no time for church. I guess
I should have been at her side. I sure do miss her now.

1 African Methodist. Episcopal.
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They never had any children. Thad says he didnrt think he could support a

big family, and did not think it was right to have only one or two children.
When Sarah had passed fifty, she hinted that it might have beeri nice to have

children and grandchildreri; then she and Thad would always have a house fuII
of people and they wouldnrt be lonely in their old age.

Sarah died in 1965, and everything began to change. Thad decided to move

out of the East Durham apartment they had lived in for 39 years. It seemed

strange and empty without her.. He found a room in a boarding house a few

blocks away. He knew the owner and some of the neighbors, and. he hoped he

wouldnrt be so lonely there. About a year later, he retired, after having

worFbd at the sausage factory for 47 years. It seemed odd to be out of
work.

To fill up the long days, he occasionally worked for his neighbors, trimrning

lawns and hedges and doing small carpentry jobs. On sununer evenings after
supper, he sat on the front porch with his landlady and friends. "I was

real happy therer" he recaIls. "People depended on me and looked after me.

The kids used to call me Grandaddy. I felt like they was all my family.
It didnrt matter that I only had one little room with a hot plate and a

toilet. "

When he moved out of there and in with Gladys, he resigned hi:nself to yet
another new way of life. He realizes that the old days are gone: "f don't
see anyone anymore. Everything is different now."
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OKSAI\A ERKO

"Mg historg is ve4g poor."

For Oksana Erko, an 8I-year-old widow in ill health living in Dickinson,

North Dakota, the benefits of being in the housing allowance program have

been limited. She is without doubt better housed than before. However,

her new apartment is not the kind she wanted--on the first floor and close

to downtown--and her story makes it clear that receiving a housing allowance

is not a cure-aII.

Before she enrolled in the program, Mrs. Erko's income was less than $130

per month. The bulk of this came from Social Security, and the rest was

from the Stark County Welfare Office.

Most of Mrs. Erko's life had been spent trying to work a homestead farm of
less than 200 acres--far too smal1 to turn a profit in ranching country.
When she was almost 60 years oId, she signed the deed over to her eldest
son Stephen. Of her five children, he is the only one who has remained

in North Dakota.

She moved to Dickinson and took odd jobs--cleaning houses, taking down

people's storm windows, washing them, and mowing lawns. She went on welfare
when her health failed: "My history is very poor. I never had any luck in
my life. Something always happens. Worry and worry and sickness." At

some point in her life, one of her employers had included her in the Social
Security progrErm, which now enables her to qualify for the mini:num amount.

Mrs. Erko was brought to the satellite center officel by h"r welfare case-

worker, Mrs. Green. Mrs. Green had heard about the housing allowance program

from the county welfare director and considered Mrs. Erko a good candidate

for the prograrn. This was in August, L973, during the first month of
enrollment.

At the initial interview, Mrs. Green acted as an interpreter. Mrs. Erko

was born in the Ukraine, grew up in a North Dakota Ukrainian community, and

speaks English poorly.

The Bismarck program area consisted of four counties. Those farthest
away from the central office were served by "satellite centers," each
staffed by a single counselor.

1
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Agency records indicate that the application was certified almost irnnrediately.

In less than a week she was chosen for enrollment. The enrollment session

was held in September. By coincidence, Mrs. Erko's eldest daughter, Katia,
was visiting from ldaho. She drove her mother to the session and acted as

interpreter. Even with this help, the session lasted an hour, twice the

usual length.

From Mrs. Erko's description of her apartment, it was clear that the unit
would not meet the agencyrs standards. It lacked a complete bathroom and

she had to haul pails of water from the basement. It did have two advantages,

however. The rent, not including electricity, was only $65 per month. In
addition, the location was conveniently in the middle of downtown--the center

of Mrs. Erko's activities. Every afternoon when the weather was good, she

would look at the displays in the store windows. Ehe cl-inic was also close

by. Once or twice a week she would walk the three blocks to the post office
to purchase starups. The mails had been her means of conununication with her

relatir-res.

It was explained to I"lrs. Erko that she would have to move, and she was

agreeable. She specified that she wanted a place on the first fIoor, in
order to avoid climbing stairs. In addition, she required a hot water

heating system. Forced, air furnaces, she felt, provided "bad heat," were

dangerous, and caused headaches.

During the counseling session. held a week later at her home, l'lrs. Erko

said that she had been looking for a new place, but hadn't yet found any-

thing. The counselor offered to explain the project to the prospective
land.l-ord, when the time cerme. eiter the meeting, the counselor calIed Mrs.

Green at the Stark County Welfare Office to tell her about the assistance

Mrs. Erko would need.

Although she had 90 days in which to find housing, M:ts. Erko barely met

this qualification in time. Her insistence on steam heat automatically
eliminated from consideration most available units. Both Mrs. Green and

the HAP counselor tried to help Mrs. Erko with her search. At first, the

help consisted of scanning newspaper ads and telephoning suggestions to
Mrs. Erko. These early attempts brought no results. Iv1any of the advertised
units were already rented, or so the voices at the other end of the line
said. Yet, some of the ads remained in the paper for another week or more.
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It became obvious that I'Irs. Erko would require additional help. Her case-

worker had many other clients whom she visited on a rotating basis. In
contrast, the workload at the Stark County satellite center was light.
Gradually, the HAP counselor was drawn into the search process.

The counselor later esti:nated that she had driven the enrollee to a dozen

or more places by the time a suitable unit was found. Although the $6I

housing allowance payment would increase Mrs. Erkots income by nearly 50

percent, many of the units were stilI beyond her reach.

It was l,Irs. Green who finally located an apartment on the west side of the
city. l4.rs. Erko's private standards had to be lowered because the 90-day

housing search period was about to expire. The rent was comparatively high

--$110 per month, not including electricity--which meant that she would be

only about $15 ahead by moving into the new place. Moreover, it was a

basement apartment, almost a mile away from downtown. Mrs. Green and the
counselor both felt that Mrs. Erko should rent it so that she could stay
in the program. When a more convenient apartment became available, she

could then move.

The next counseling session was held at the new landladyrs house. The coun-

selor witnessed the lease and helped with the inspection.I She sent the
necessary forms to the Bisrnarck office and reconrnended that a check for two

months' rent be written so that Mrs. Erko could move as soon as possible.
Then she began to think of whether Mrs. Green could provide help with the
moving. This proved to be unnecessarr*, ho',,i'ever. Mrs. Erkots grandson was

sent over by his father to assist her.

From the beginning, Mrs. Erko expressed displeasure with the aparturent. It
was too far away, it was too dark, it was in a bas'ement, it bothered her
arthritis. The only thing she really liked about the apartment was that it
had the hot water heat upon which she had insisted.

To others, however, the apartment was fairly impressive. It was part of a

new, ranch-style home. A11 of the rooms had been recently paneled, but

The Bismarck agency had the participants inspect their own units and
generally offered few responsive services. The help Mrs. Erko received
with housing search and inspection of the unit was an exception to the
general pattern observed at this site.

1
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l,lrs. Erko did not consider this an advantage. The wood had been stained a

dark color, and she worried about the light bill. She resigned herself,
however, to staying through the winter:

I have to like it... but it's in a basement..-.I've got
arthritis and rheumatism and [trouble with] my blood
pressure. Maybe in the summer I can look for a new
place. The doctor says I need lots of sun. f can do
that, I hope?

Mrs. Erko also complained about how isolated she felt in the new apartrnent

She noted that no one was interested in seeing an old widow. Sometimes an

elderly couple would stop by after church, but they didn't do that much

anlzmore. The same was true of another Ukrainian friend, whose grandson used

to bring her over. "Now the style is differentr" Mrs. Erko noted. "Young

people don't like old people,. Everybody busy." Then she said, "You and

your wife, that's people. But if there's just you that's not people."

Mrs. Erko's major complaint about the new apartment was not the lack of
companionship, however. The problem, she said, was that she had become

dependent upon people for rides. She noted that one of the parishioners

now drove her to mass every Sunday, and that a nurse who had befriended

her during a stay in the hospital was good about giving her lifts downtown.

The counselor also gave her rides whenever possible. Mrs. Erko had her

over for dinner as a way of repaying her.

Throughout the winter, the search for the ideal apartment continued at a

slower pace. She wanted "a little raise" in her allowance payment and felt
that with just a few more dollars, she could be satisfied.

The satellite center counselor left for a new job at the end of February,

L974. She offered !lrs. Erko her dpartment, which was closer to the center

of town. "Looks to me too tightr" Mrs. Erko said. "And it's sti11 a base-

ment." She was more concerned that the counselor was leaving: "She help

me. tt

Mrs. Green was having no luck with the search either. Maybe in the spring,
she thought, when things opened up a little. Rising prices began to hurt

1

I"lrs. Erko. SSI- had come into effect, and her income increased. Because

of this, the price of her food stamps almost doubled. She was now paying

I Supplemental Security Income.
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$34 for $41 worth of stamps. They were too expensive, she decided, and she

did not buy any for the first few months of the ner,r year.

In March, M.rs. Erko had a gaIl bladder attack and had to have emergency

surgery. She made a rapid recovery, which her physician attributed to her

being in relati-vely good physical condition despite her high blood pressure.

Her daughter, Katia, flew in to attend to her during her recuperation. She

worried that she could only stay two weeks but was reassured that a homemaker

would be buying groceries for her mother.

Both mother and daughter were disappointed on other counts. The HAP satellite
center was now serviced only once a week by a counselor from the Bismarck

office. Katia had called the center on Wednesday and the counselor had ex-
plained that Mrs. Erko was already getting as much as she could from the
program. There would be no "Iittle raises" forthcoming.

Katia had meanwhile located another apartment for her mother. This one was

on the ground floor, and currently rented to college students whom the

landlord wanted to leave. They made too much noise, and he felt that older
people made better tenants. But again, the issue was price. Even with the

raise in her Social Security benefits, Mrs. Erko could not afford the rent.

Another disappointment was that her original landlady had fixed up her old
apartment, and now rented it for $I00 a month--ten doLlars less than her
present place. She had. wanted to move back, and her former landlady wanted.

her back, but Mrs. Erko had gotten sick and another tenant had taken the

apartment.

Katia drove up to look at the senior citizens' re.sidence on the outskirts
of town. The model unit seemed too smalI. A1so, her mother \lras very with-
drawn and would probably be even more unhappy there, she felt. Mrs. Erko

heard that "they have 50 people in one room,"I and wanted no part of congre-
gate housing.

I'tr.s. Erko felt that the agency had given her help, but that she was "not
finished yet. " She still wanted to move to that as-yet-unlocated apartment

that was close in, cheap, on the ground floor, and had steam heat. She was

This is apparently a reference to the senior citizens' center which, in
Dickinson, was located in the administrative building of the housing
authority.

I
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also worried that the program would end. If it did, she would no longer

be able to afford her apartment.

Before she left, Katia asked some other Ukrainians if any-of them had an

apartment for rent. None did. Katia and her husband had offered to take

MLs. Erko in several times before. She offered again and her mother again

declined. Mrs. Erko said she couldn't travel and was afraid of flying.
A1so, she wanted to be buried next to her husband, and it would cost money

to ship her body back to North Dakota when she died.

In the meantime, she felt she could remain in her new apartment if she

could get transportation. The kind of aid she pictured $ras more than an

occasional escort service: "sometimes I have to go downtown, to cleaners,

to hospital, to church."

Although her landlady upstairs had offered to have her son run errelnds for
her, she had never asked: "I don't know...I not ask...maybe if I ask, they

heIp. "

Epilog

In earlg 7975, the observer visited l{rs. Erko again. She stiTf.was unable

to find another apartment. The storg was the same.' "Too high priced...is

basement." Even during the surrnner, when there wete supposedTg more units
avaiTable, she had been unabfe to find angthing she could afford. She had

checked the papers and had caL7ed.

I,Irs. Green af so had Left the welfare of fice. Her new caseworker is a nan

and is not as friendTgl ,,Nobodq caLls me," she sags. She remembers how

Mrs. Green and the agencg counseTot had taken het around to Took for
apartments.

That's a vetg nice heTp for me, that's good he7p. Except
I make a mistake, f rrove too far. The girT sags, "No time."
Three daqs and .r miss that program. She sags to move in,
and we steadg-Look for something better. After that one
illoves here, the other moves there...

Because her Social Securitg pagments had incteased, MTS. Erko's housing

aTTowance was reduced bg $7 after the annual eJigibiTitg redetermination.

Nevertheless, she was stiff $36 ahead of her status before this doubTe re-
adjustment. Some time before, she had begun to use food stamps again.
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Since the obsetver's Tast visit, she had become involved with the Senior

Citizens' Club. Theg run a bus service and she uses it to go downtown.

"I can't walk or nothing. That's al7 I haver" she said. To use it, she

caffs ahead of time, and the bus stops bg the house.

Once, the bus went to the senior citizens' residence to pick up more

passengers. It was the first time she had seen the residence. "It's too

far. That's so sad. ft's Tike on the prairie. No garden, no flower, no

nothing." '

Recentlg, her TandTadg rented the adjoining basement apartment to some

coTTege bogs. This upset t4rs. Erko: "Too much d.rink, too.much fight...too
much compang...too much dirt. I have to sctub steps evetgdag. This not

help. This not heJp...I like to move to some better pTace."

She had also begun to feel- rundown. "f think rt rs because f am too o7d,"

she sard.

The one thing which now pleases her about the apartment is that it is warm.

There had been a blizzard in Januarg. She had turned the heAt up and it
was fine.
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MULTIVARIATE ANALYSES

RELATING IO INCOME CERTIFTCATION

A previous AAE report has analyzed the results of income certification in
some detail.l In general, the analyses presented, in that report did not
show age to be closely related to the results of certification, although
there was evidence that certification resulted in smaller adjustments to
income for elderly than for nonelderly households.

The regression analyses presented in the following tables are based on the
general model developed in that earlier analysis, omitting some of the
less important independent variables. For convenience, ordinary least
squares regression is used. in all three of the models tested here, includ-
ing that analyzing a binary dependent variable (Tab1es D-3 and D-4).
Ordinary least squares regression has been shown to be a relatively robust
technique with binary dependent variables whose distribution approximates

50-50; in the current instance, the split is 51-49 for the nonelderly and

61-39 for the elderly. In ttre earlier work, the equivalent analysis was

performed using a logit model.

The models tested here contain seven independent variahles: the household's
gross annual income as reported on the certification form; the proportion of
income that was earned (as opposed to weLfare, social security, etc.); the

length of time between application and certification; and four dummy variahles
representing those certification proced,ures in which income was independently
verified.2 Participant d.eclaration is the excluded category in the set of
dummy variables

Since the analysis is based on a population rather than a sample, the normal

concept of statistical significance is not strictly applicable. However, as

a guide to assessing the relationships, an F value equal to or greater than

that. reguired for a significance level of 0.01 is considered to indicate a

potentially important relationship.
1 See Donald E. Dickson et aI., Certification: Determininq Eliqibil-ity and

Settinq Pavment Leve]s in the Administrative ency Experiment (Cambridge,
Mass.: Abt Associates Inc., L977). See especially Appendices D and. E.

In the earlier analysis, the various techniques involving verification of
some but not all income items reported by a household were treated sepa-
rately. Because of the small number of eLderly cases, those techniques
are grouped here as "partial verification. "

)
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Tables D-I and D-2 analyze the absolute magnitude of adjustments to gross

income in those cases where any adjustment was made. Particularly inter-
esting in these tables is the elapsed tj-rne variable, with a coefficient of
25 for the nonelderly and 9 for the elderly, and a low F value in the latter
case. This suggests that over time the likeIy size of changes in income

increases much more for the nonelderly than for the elderIy.

Tables D-3 and D-4 examine the incidence of nontrivial adjustments to income

(adjustments of at least $48 per year, which might affect monthly payments by

at least $I). Again the passage of time appears to be more important for the

nonelderly than for the elderly, the former group having a larger and more

statistically important coefficient. A1l four of the verificatj-on techniques

are substantially more l-ikely than participant declaration to lead to adjust-
ments in income information for both elderly and nonelderly populations.

Tables D-5 and D-6 concern the adjustment to the potential payment, as opposed

to the ad.justment to income information alone. (Changes in potential payme-nt

reflect adjustments in data on household size and d.eductions, as well as gross

income, but gross income is the largest contributor to the overall change.)

The same patterns seen in previous tables reappear: the passage of time has

a greater effect on payment adjustments for the nonelderly than for the

eIder1y, and verification leads to greater adjustments than declaration for
both elderly and nonelderly. Since the value of the payment adjustment may

be regarded as the potential annual- value of payment errors (overpayments and

underpayments) that might have occurred in the absence of certification,l it
is interesting to note that the coefficients of the verification method

variables are very similar for elderly and nonelderly groups--that is, the

incremental value of verifying income information rather than accepting a

participant's decl-aration is nearly the same for elderly and nonelderly, even

though the average adjustments are smaller for the elderly.

For more discussion of this concept see Dickson, op. ci-t., L976, Appendix E.
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TABLE D-T

ANALYSIS OF THE SIZE OF CTIAN@S IN INCOME

BETWEBI APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION

ELDERLY CERTIE IED APPLICANTS WITH INCO}4E CHAI{GES

Multiple R =
Adjusted R2 =
N=

.29

.08
8L2

Regression
Coefficient

Standardized
Coefficient F value

Amount of total income
(in thousands)

Income source
(earned income divided by
total income)

Amount of time elapsed between
application and certification
(in 10-day intervals)

Complete third-party
verification

Complete documentation
verification

Compl-ete mixture of documen-
tation and third-party
verification

78.06

306.41

8.62

-15.70

-28.47

205.7L

-L7

.L4

07

01

- -o2

21.72*

15.45*

4.60

.06

.L2

09 4.62

Partial verification -57 .42 - .03 .52

Constant 58.02

Source: AAE Application and Certification Forms

Data Base: Certified Elderly Applicants with income changes at all sites
except Bismarck, excluding ineligible households (\l = 8I2)

*Considered statistically jmportant.
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TABLE D-2

ANAIYSIS OF THE SIZE OF CHANGES IN INCOME
BETWEEN APPLICATION A}ID CERTIFICATION

NONELDERLY CERTIFIED APPLICANTS WITH INCO}IE CHANGES

Multiple R^ =
Adjusted Rz =
N=

.20

.04
3,456

Regression
Coefficient

Standard.ized
Coefficient F value

Amount of total income
(in thousands)

Income source
(earned income divided by
total income)

Anount of time elapsed between
application and certification
(in 10-day intervals)

Complete third-party
verification

Complete documentation
verification

Complete mixture of documen-
tation and third-party
verification

Partial verification

Constant

-5.54

356.06

24.82

-322.21

-29L.73

-250.87

-L40.76

859.02

-.01

.15

.10

-.L4

-.11

-.o4

-.o4

.25

5t.77*

39. 34*

43.14*

25.44*

6.L2

4.26

Source: AAE Application and Certification Forms

Data Base: Certified Nonelderly Applicants with income changes at all
sites except Bismarck, excluding ineligible households
(N = 3 ,456)

*Considered statistically important.
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TABLE D-3

A}iALYSIS OF THE INCfDENCE OF NONTRIVIAI INCOI4E CHANGE
BETWEEN APPLICATTON AND CERTIFICATION

ELDERLY CERTIFIED APPLICANTS

Multiple R

Adjusted R
N

2
.38
-L4

1,489

Regression
Coefficient

Standardized
Coefficient F value

Arnount of total income
(in thousands)

Incone source
(earned income divided by
total income)

Amount of time elapsed between
application and certification
(in 10-day intervals)

Complete third-party
verification

Complete documentation
verification

Complete mixture of documen-
tation and third-party
verification

Partial verification

Constant

0301 1"68

4.20

4.97

L73 -r7*

8.4U,

7 4.77*

7 6.66*

39

.10

.0r

.L2

.55

"39

.06

.05

-05

.40

.22

)L

08

Source: AAE Application and Certification Forms

Data Base: Elderly Certified Applicants at all sites except Bismarck
' excluding ineligible households (N = 1,489)

*Considered statistically important.
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TABLE D-4

ANAIYSIS OF THE INCIDENCE OF NONTRIVIAI INCOME CHANGE

BETWEEN APPLICATION AT$D CERTIFICATION

NONELDERLY CERTIFIED APPLICANTS

Multiple R
Adjusted R

N

2
.32
.10

6,325

Regression
Coefficient

Standardized
Coefficient F value

Amount of total income
(in thousands)

Income source
(earned income divided by
total income)

Amount of time elapsed between
application and certification
(in 10-day intervals)

Complete third-party
verification

Complete documentation
verification

Complete mixture of documen-
tation and third-party
verification

'.o2

.02

.15

.36

09

.19

.22

.19

.12

-L2

20

36.84*

152. 53*

320.64*

L74.8L*

72.45*

88.83*

20

24Partial verification -l-4 LL2-56*

Constant .23

Source: AAE Application and Certification Forms

Data Base: Nonelderly Certified Applicants at all sites except Bismarck,
excluding ineligible households (N = 6,325)

*Considered statistically important.
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TABLE D-5

ANALYSIS OF THE SIZE OF PAYMM.IT CHANGE
BETWEEN APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION

ELDERLY CERTIFIED APPLICAIiTS

Multiple R
Adjusted R2
N

.24

.05
L,489

Regression
Coefficient

Standardized
Coefficient F value

Amount of total income
(in thousands)

fncome source
(earned income divided by
total income)

Amount of time elapsed between
application and certification
(in 10-day intervals)

Complete third-party
verification

Complete documentation
verification

Complete mixture of documen-
tation and third-party
verification

Partial verification

11. 12

26.30

1.55

33 -44

34.43

88"56

32.54

.12

.06

.07

.16

"r1

.16

09

2L.O2r,

4.99

6.82t,

24 -86t

13 .90*

37 .O2*

10.16*

Constant -18.25

Source: AAE Application and Certification Forms

Data Base: Elderl-y Certified Applicants at all sites except Bismarck,
excluding ineligible households (N = 1,489)

*Considered statistically important.
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TABLE D-6

ANALYSIS OF THE SIZE OF PAYMENT CHANGE

BETI/IEEN APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION

NONELDERLY CERTIFIED APPLICANTS

Multiple R =
Adjusted R2 =
N=

.22

.05
6,325

Regression
Coefficient

Standardized
Coefficient F value

Amount of total income
(in thousands)

Income source
(earned income divided by
total income)

Amount of tjme elapsed between
application and certification
(in 10-day intervals)

Complete third-party
verification

Complete documentation
verification

Complete mixture of documen-
tation and third-party
verification

-2.84

73.86

8.94

31.48

25.O9

71.18

-.02

.15

2.68

92.68*

r80. 3 3*

20.88*

9.L2*

16.17*

-L7

.07

.04

.05

.o7Partial verification 52.67 25.89*

Constant 40.44

Source: AAE Application and Certification Forms

Data Base: Nonelderly Certified Applicants at all sites except Bismarck,
excluding ineligible households (N = 6,325)

*Considered statistically important.
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